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From business to scientific application Tektronix Display
Terminals make graphing an easy, time saving and valuable
extension to your present computer capabilities. Pictures,
designs, graphics, procedures can all be presented in high
resolution displays to help you visualise your data and
make decisions faster. Tektronix offer the most advanced
range of computer display terminals and companion
peripherals including hard-copy units. Costs are relatively
low for the extensive capabilities and time saving you
gain — operating on-line with your computer from
around $3,900 for Tek Model 4010.
Let our Applications Engineers demonstrate the cap
abilities, the time and money saving benefits to you.

Architects use Tektronix Displays to
design housing developments.
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Plotter owners save time and money by
previewing plots on Tektronix Displays
before they are drawn.
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Tektronix Displays let you see the
relationship in data more easily and faster.
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TEKTRONIX AUSTRALIA
PTY. LTD.
80 WATERLOO ROAD,
NORTH RYDE, NSW, 2113

SYDNEY
888 7066
MELBOURNE
94 0229
ADELAIDE
223 2811

TEKTRONIX®
Committed to technical excellence.

News Briefs from the Computer World
“News Briefs from the Computer World" is a regular feature which covers local
and overseas developments in the computer industry including new products,
interesting techniques, newsworthy projects and other topical events of interest.
'PRIME' COMPUTERS AVAILABLE

A range of Prime computers is available from the
Australian agents Warburton Franki Limited Chatswood,
NSW.
The Prime computer began with software and the
hardware was developed to optimise the software. All the
hardware is designed to run the same software. The user is
assured of complete compatibility. This is true under the
DOS, in real time programs, for multi user, virtual memory
operation or for stand alone programs.
All models make use of a common set of support
packages.
A comprehensive range of peripherals is supported by
the system. This means that a program developed on any
Prime computer is capable of implementation on any other
Prime computer such as model 100, 200, 300. Details are
available from Warburton Franki Limited.

editing instruction converts decimal data into forms
suitable for output devices by providing leading zero
suppression, leading or trailing signs, floating fill characters,
punctuation control, and other editing operations.
Error checking and correcting memory (ERCC),
available with Eclipse C/300 computer systems, assures data
integrity by detecting and correcting all single bit errors,
and detecting most multiple bit errors. ERCC increases
system availability by correcting main memory errors,
permitting users to schedule maintenance at their
convenience, rather than interrupting an operation for
unscheduled maintenance. Eclipse computers are the only
medium scale computers that offer ERCC.
Two new software packages are available with the
Eclipse C/300 systems: the INFOS software is a
state-of-the-art data base-oriented file management system;
the RPG II compiler is a compatible version of IBM’s DOS
RPG II.

NEW COMPUTER SYSTEMS SUPPORT
COMPREHENSIVE, FLEXIBLE DATA FILE
CAPABILITIES

DISC PACK MARKET IMPACT

A new line of computer systems, which provide data
base organization accessing capabilities not found in any
small or medium scale computer systems, has been
introduced by Data General Corporation. The new systems
are built around the Eclipse (TM) C/300 computer, a new
commercial processor. It is the newest member of the
Eclipse family of medium-scale computers announced last
October.
The most significant feature of the Eclipse C/300 system
is its ability to provide a complete range of data services -■
multiterminal, on-line, keyed access to data bases for
transaction processing and generating periodic, exception
and demand reports from that active data base for
mangement control — along with its ability to communicate
with a central IBM 360/370 system, all at a price that,
allows the C/300 system to be dedicated to supporting that
operation.
The systems are made up of a powerful commercial
processor with an instruction set specifically designed for
data handling. They are available with Data General’s
INFOS (TM) software package, a comprehensive software
system that creates, organizes, and accesses data bases, and
an RPGII compiler that helps users generate reports
quickly and easily.
A specialized instruction set gives Eclipse C/300 systems
extensive data handling capabilities for commercial
applications, in addition to the features of the powerful
Eclipse instruction set. The commercial instructions —
which do in hardware what previously was done by less
efficient software subroutines — work with the INFOS
software package and the Eclipse operating system to do
such functions as move character strings within main
memory and compare and translate character strings. An
extended arithmetic processor, standard on Eclipse C/300
systems, speeds arithmetic operations on packed and
unpacked decimal data up to 32 digits long. A powerful
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 19 75

A tremendous impact has been made by Nashua
Corporation on the world computer disc pack market.

*** * ,

Although relatively new in the disc pack field, Nashua’s
125 years of experience in fine particle coating, has ensured
their emergence as the leading independent supplier of disc
packs.
The computer products division of Nashua Corporation
has grown rapidly world wide, with a 50% increase in sajles
during the last 12 months. This growth pattern has
continued into the first quarter of 1975, helped by the

In case you haven't
—
heard yet...

are here!
The most cost-effective and versatile
MINICOMPUTERS your money can buy
• I/O system with progr. data transfer • 16 level
progr. priority interrupt • 1200 or 960 nanosec.
cycle time • Core capacity up to 128K • 16 K core
memory on single 15 inch sq. PCB • 7 board
slots in 5V4 inch chassis - 17 in 101/2 inch chassis
• DMA standard (transfer rate of 1.04 million
words per sec.) • LSI/MSI integrated circuitry
• 4 full 16-bit accumulator registers • Arithmetic
and logical instructions performed in 1350 nanosec.
or 1 microsec. • Full range of peripherals •
Extensive software library, incl. FORTRAN, Real
TIME EXECUTIVE MSOS (mass storage operating
systems), multi-user BASIC, extended BASIC with
PRINT using and CALL statements, IRIS (interactive
real time information systems).
Made by:

IT WILL PAY YOU to check the features of the
D-116 MINI and the most attractive quantity
discounts available.
Look at these prices for ONE-OFF units:

D-116/4 slots, 4K memory
D-116/7 slots, 16K memory
D-116/10 slots, 16K memory
D-116/17 slots, 16K memory

$2737
$4834
$4894
$6743

Auto, programload $300
Power Monitor/auto, restart $300
Optional Hardware Multiply/Divide $1315
16K Memory on 15" square PCB $2925
-fully compatible with NOVA 1200
Illustrated system shows a D-116E 17-slot minicomputer
with a Bell & Howell Optical Mark Card Reader.

Send for ALL the information NOW!
Australian Representatives:

DIGITAL COMPUTER
CONTROLS INC

I

JACOBY#
MITCHELL

215 North Rocks Road, North Rocks,
N.S.W. 2151. Phone: 630 7400
a Melbourne 44 5021 • Adelaide
293 6117 • Brisbane 52 8266 a Perth
81 4144

millions of dollars spent annually on research and
development.
This research has kept Nashua only 1 step behind IBM’s
new developments in disc packs. Nashua is in the stage of
final field testing the Nashua equivalent to IBM 3340/70
megabyte disc module.
Nashua were the first independent company to
manufacture and release the System 3 equivalent cartridge.
They were also the first independent company to
manufacture and release the IBM 3330 equivalent disc
pack.
Nashua Australia carry a wide range of disc packs
suitable to the majority of computer drives in Australia.
MINICOMPUTER HELPS DUTCH SCIENTISTS
TO EXAMINE FLY'S EYESIGHT
A Data General Nova minicomputer is being used by a
research team in the biophysical laboratory at Groningen
University, Holland, to examine one of the remaining
secrets of nature.

The retina of the human eye receives the image observed
through only one lens, but insects’ eyes are equipped with a
large number of lenses.
The retina consists of a number of sense organs, in which
light absorption is the start of the visual process. In the
retina the light is transformed into electrical waves.
The nervous system, which receives these waves, codes
them into short pulses, or “spikes”. These spikes are
generated at random discrete time intervals.
By means of micro-electrodes implanted in the “optical”
part of the nervous system of the Hairy Fly (Calliphora
erythrocephala), this sequence of spikes can be sensed,
digitised and fed into the Nova computer.
On-line determination of the statistical properties of the
spike trains gives the research team the tool to look at the
relationship between the recorded spike train and different
kinds of light stimulation of the retina. The aim of the
researchers is to learn how information is processed by the
retina.
The computer being used is a Nova 1200 with 24K of
core memory and a disc store, programmed in Data .»
General’s Fortran IV under RDOS, a combination which greatly simplifies the problems of interfacing to real time,,
events.
NEW BANKING TERMINAL AND MINI-COMPUTER
PRODUCT LINES ESTABLISHED
The rapid growth of data communications business at
Standard Telephones and Cables Pty Limited is underlined
by the decision of the company to set up separate product
lines for the manufacture of banking terminal systems and
mini-computer and peripheral equipment.

Mr L.N. Reeves has been appointed manager of the Data
Communications Division and is responsible for the two
product lines, with Mr W. Banks as production manager.
Mr John Inglis has been appointed product manager of
the banking system business with Mr G. (Dick) Whittington
as marketing manager.
Field trials for the banking terminals are proceeding
satisfactorily, and the first bulk production from the STC
factory is scheduled for the middle of this year.
By the end of 1975, STC expect to be producing at the
rate of 1,000 banking terminal systems per annum.
The second product line covers STC’s extensive
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

mini-computer and peripheral sales business, teletype sales
and rentals and all servicing aspects.
Mr Jens Carsten-Petersen has been appointed product
manager of this section.
Marketing and engineering services staff have been
boosted to deal with the increased business, and over 100
people are now employed in this area.
The company has had notable successes with on-line
invoicing and stores control systems and the recently
completed $750,000 contract with the Departments of
Health and Customs for mini-computer systems.
NEW DATA SCRAMBLER
The Model DC-118 Datotek Data Scrambler is an on-line
(in circuit) enciphering device which gives the user a
high level of transmission security on 8-level ASCII circuits
typical of many data and computer communications
networks.

Furthermore, it permits secure communication in the
conversational, interactive mode between two terminals, or
between a terminal and a central processing unit.
For computer file protection, portions of files or entire
files can be enciphered with the DC-118 and stored in
computer memory under complete control of the file
originator who selects and administers the key setting for
his set of files. In multi-user systems, such enciphered files
when accessed by unauthorized users result in the output of
meaningless gibberish.
The encipherment of relatively static files in certain
types of inquiry systems results in an extremely secure
system provided that physical access to terminals
employing the on-line scrambler is controlled properly.
Applications of this type are expected to grow in view of
the trend toward more on-line a‘nd large scale data bases
containing proprietary or sensitive information.
At present, a number of organizations still insist on
keeping certain sensitive data in standard locked office file
cabinets for maximum protection. Such sensitive files,
located in a computer storage system, would be vulnerable
to unauthorized access by knowledgeable system and
application programmers. Thus, a very high degree of
controlled access to the computer memory files is possible
for many applications using the DC-118 for file
enciphering, provided there is tight control of the file key
settings among those authorized to access the secure fijes.
Agents for the Scrambler are Hawker Siddeley
Electronics Limited.
Hi

Developed by Floating Floors Inc., Ohio,
for use in data processing installations, the
Infinite Access Air Plenum system of flooring
illustrated, meets the needs of modern
technology in a wide variety of situations.
The Floating Floor offers the tremendous
advantage of concealing all services. Cables,
piping and ductwork are completely protected at
all times. Each panel is precision manufactured
of high pressure die-cast aluminium to
guarantee limitless rearrangement by simply
lifting and moving panels. This enables
maintenance and reworking to proceed with no
waste of time or disturbance to operations.
The Rintoul Infinite access floor (not
illustrated) was developed by this company
as a less expensive solution to the usual flooring
problems associated with E.D.P. equipment
and open landscaped offices.
The major difference between these two types
of floors is the use of'rails' in the 'Rintoul' floor.
The somewhat higher original cost of the
Floating Floors' system can be offset over many
years of savings on relocation, modernisation
and maintenance without any excessive
rearrangement cost.

Rintoul
Pty. Ltd.
PARTITIONS AND JOINERY MANUFACTURERS

10 Minogue Crescent, Glebe, N.S.W.
Telephone 660 6677
Sole Australian agents, for Floating
Floors, Inc., Toledo, U.S.A.
Manufacturers■ of Infinite
Access Floors
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NEW BURSTER RELEASED
Due to the advent of mini computers entering into
commerical enterprise Bohler & Weber of West Germany,
the manufacturers of Bowe forms handling equipment, have
released their new table top burster to the Australian
Market.

NEW CATALOG
Ruggedized punched tape readers for airborne,
shipboard, mobile van, flight line and
military
applications are shown in a new 36-page EECO catalog.

RUGGEDIZED

■ ' Si"

Punched Tape
Products
.. Readers for Airborne, Shipboard or Mobile Applications.

-

•

The dimensions of this very compact and versatile unit'
are 1120mm x 600mm in width. This model is designated
the Bowe 323 and capable of bursting continuous
stationery from 3” to 14” in depth. Edge trimmers are also
available, however, this model can be supplied without
trimmers and is designed to handle up to medium volume
outputs.
DATA GENERAL APPOINTS NEW MANAGER
Mr Denis Brennan has been appointed to the
newly-created position of district manager, Sydney Office,
for Data General Australia Pty. Ltd., supplier of small and
medium-scale computers, peripherals and associated
equipment.

He was previously an account manager for IBM, based in
Melbourne.
He has had six years’ experience in the data processing
industry, including experience in both the sales and
software areas for large and small systems. For the past five
years he has been with IBM in both Sydney and Melbourne.
Data General’s expansion in Sydney necessitated the
creation of the position, in which Mr Brennan-will be
responsible for all aspects of business in New South Wales.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

Descriptions and specifications for over 50 different
reader models are included as well as application and
reference notes covering interface circuitry, basic punched
tape dimensions and standards, noise precautions and step
motor terminology.
The catalogs are available from Jacoby Mitchell Ltd, 215
North Rocks Road, North Rocks N.S.W.
FAST PAPER TAPE READER
A high-speed paper tape readei;; developed by a British
firm represented in Australia by Datamatic Pty Ltd, Crows
Nest, NSW, uses photo-electrical sensing and an
electro-magnetic braking system.

Two versions - the UDR350 and UDR 700 - are
available, offering operating speeds of 350 and 700
characters per second. Both are easily interfaced to a wide
range of digital systems and most small processors.
The sensing system has a second photocell mounted 154
code pitches 4.8 mm ahead of the normal sprocket sensing
photocell. Output from the additional cell is used as a
reference level for sprocket and channel photocell signals. If
a given output is greater or less than that of reference,
sprocket and channel signals are switched either to light or
dark.
The sensing head can thus accommodate tapes of varying
v

Now, finally, you can
automate your equipment at a
practical cost.
The PCS MicroPac OEM delivers the
speed and flexibility you'd expect
from a computer, along with all the
process and communications inter
facing and software support you'd
expect to have to shop for all over
town.

Custom designed from
standard Modules.

system at any time in the future
without expensive changeover
costs.

One of the principle benefits of
MicroPac OEM is that you can order
it in any configuration you want
without getting into custom design
and documentation.
You can order from 1K to 64K bytes
of memory. Order any process or
communications interfacing. Order it
packaged as shown, rack mounted,
or in any number of other package
designs.
Yet it's still priced as a standard
system. Here's why:

The Control Modules.

How it works.
The key to the MicroPac flexibility is
its unique "card address" backplane.
This printed circuit backplane, which
serves as the bus, assigns an address
to each card, or module, you plug
into it.
The result is that you can assemble
nearly any combination of memory
end interfacing modules and plug
them into the standard backplane
and you still have a system that
requires no hard wiring. All you
need to do is program the CPU to
tell it the address of each card in the
package.
One of the side benefits of the
"card address" concept is the fact
that you can treat input/output
devices as additional memory
locations, so that the CPU can do
logical operations directly with I/O
without having to transfer the data
first to memory. As a result, actual
"memory" capacity is expanded
beyond the quoted 64K byte
maximum.
The "card address" design also
means that you can modify or
expand your MicroPac OEM control

MicroPac OEM incorporates an intel
8080 micro CPU into a standard PCS
microprocessor module. The module
includes the 8-bit parallel CPU with
a repertoire of 78 instructions, 7
working registers unlimited sub
routine nesting and multiple
interrupt handling capability. It
directly accesses up to 64K bytes of
memory.
Reprogrammable memory (PROM)
and read only memory (ROM) are
available in 256 byte increments,
while random access memory
(RAM) is available in 1K byte
increments.
Switches located on each memory
module allow you to select the base
address of the memory.
Alternatively, computer interface
kits for —
• All D.G. Nova Computers
• D.C.C. D-116
• D.E.C. PDP-11
• Interdata 70, 74, 7-16, 7-32
• I.D.M. 1800
D1 /DO matrix controllers for most
16-bit computers including Alpha,
Alpha Naked 16, S.D.C. 16,
Honeywell 16, I.B.M. System 7,
Varian 620.100% documentation.

The Process Modules.
You can order your MicroPac OEM
with any combination of up to 256
process input/output modules
analog or digital or both, using up to
a maximum of 16 standard chassis.
PCS digital interfacing includes 16-bit
TTL input/output modules,16-bit
high and low level digital
input/output modules (these are

also available optically isolated), 8channel interrupt expanders and
relay outputs, 16-bit up/down
counters, real time clocks (available
with power fail auto restart), interval
timers and stepper motor outputs.
Standard off-the-shelf analog
interfacing includes 2-channel D/A
converters (12-bit), 16 channel A/D
converters (12-bit) and DC excited
transducer controllers.
If you wish, you can prototype your
own special modules simply by
ordering standard PCS wirewrap
breadboards.

The Communication
Modules.
These allow the use of CRT's
teleprinters and modem applications
(R5-232 and RS-232C compatible)
at baud rates of 110 to 2400 plus a 1
or 2 stop bit capability.
Another module permits senel
communications over a current loop
with optical isolation (for distances
up to 15 miles) at rates up to 80K
baud.

DCS
PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS
Full Information from
Aust. Representatives.-

JACOBY#

MiTCHELL
215 North Rocks Rd.
North Rocks, N.S.W. 2151
Phone: 630 7400
• Melbourne 44 5021 • Adelaide 293 6117 •
Brisbane 52 8266 • Perth 81 4144

capacity and colour and can accept a wide variation in light
source intensity. This automatic compensation is claimed to
reduce mis-reading significantly and to give reliable reading
for much longer before cleaning, adjustment or bulb
replacement is needed.
The tape passes between the poles of an electro-magnet
with two windings. The primary winding has a low number
of turns, and consequently low inductance, and gives a very
high braking force by passing a high current for a short
time. Control then passes to the secondary winding, with its
larger number of turns and proportionately lower current
and dissipation, to maintain the same force.
The tape can thus be stopped reliably within the space
of single character code, even if the decision to stop is
delayed up to 200 microseconds.
Available as a desk or rack-mounted unit, the reader has
optional paper tape dispenser and rewind facilities. It is
self-powered, with extra 0.3 A, 5.0 V, plus or minus 0.25 V
rail for interfacing circuitry.
Silicon semi-conductors are used throughout, and inputs
and outputs are compatible with all forms of current
sinking logic.
YOU CAN HAVE A BALL WITH
YOUR TELEPHONE
Like the typewriter, the telephone is one of the most
basic pieces of office equipment.

Equipped with fourteen buttons SpheriCall can:
• Allow the telephone user to punch out the required
number — a more accurate system than dialling.
• Automatically dial any of the ten most frequently called
numbers simply by pressing a Select button and then
one of the ten ordinary buttons which electronically
dials the required number (up to 18 digits long) and
• Continue dialling an engaged number until it answers.
The SpheriCall uses sophisticated integrated circuits for
the memory and dialling functions and minimises operator
error.
In Europe, SpheriCall has found wide acceptance in
business where executives, professsional people and office
staff who make frequent telephone calls, have quickly
appreciated the speed of operation and reliability of the
unit.
NEW BILLING METHOD FOR
SOUTHERN TABLELANDS
The Southern Tablelands County Council NSW is
preparing for a major development in customer services
beginning in 1976 when 25,000 electricity customers in
Goulburn, Queanbeyan and surrounding districts • receive
electricity bills processed for the first time by computer.

The County covers an area of 20,000 sqkm in the
Southern Tablelands: mostly sheep, cattle and dairying
country. The Council’s customers in six shires and two
municipalities include remote rural homesteads, rural
industries and small industry in the towns.
The move from accounting machines to the new
computer, an IBM System/3 Model 8, is designed to
streamline the Southern Tablelands County Council’s
billing procedures and help to stabilise costs of servicing
customers.

ASSISTANT
PROFESSOR
AND ABOVE

Yet since its invention, unlike the typewriter, it has
undergone little change beyond the introduction of the
automatic dialling system.
This will change in Australia in the very near future with
the introduction of a device called SpheriCall, now being
released by Philips-TMC Limited.
SpheriCall is a ball shaped marvel of electronics which
will enable the telephone subscriber to have, in effect, his
own switchboard operator.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol 7, No. 1, March, 1975

The Computer Science department of The Hebrew
University of Jerusalem is looking for faculty at the
level of assistant professor and above. Candidates
should be actively engaged in "software engineering"
broadly interpreted. A spoken knowledge of Hebrew is
desirable.
The department owns a PDP-11/50 and a NOVA
800 and has ready access to the University's CDC
Cyber 74, CDC 6400 computers.
Applicants should send resume, list of
publications,
and
arrange
for
letters
of
recommendations to be sent to: Professor Michael
Rabin, Rector, The Hebrew University, Jerusalem,}
Israel.
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'four other computer
(csa)

INFONET
AUSTRALIAS FULL SERVICE
COMPUTER UTILITY
* General Timesharing
* Conversational Remote Job
Processing
* Remote Job Entry

Australia’s most
extensive specialised
Library of Programs
Sydney

Melbourne

CSA Centre
Folkestone Building
460 Pacific Highway
33 Albert Road
St. Leonards, NSW 2065 Sth. Melbourne, 3205
Tel: 439 0033
Tel: 267 2533

Brisbane

Canberra

87 Wickham Terrace
Brisbane, 4000
Tel: 293966

Phoenix House
88 Northbourne Avenue
Braddon, ACT 2601
Tel: 478611
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Two major factors contributing to Council’s decision
were the demonstratable ease of programming the System/3
using the RPG II programming language, and the fact that
the systems developed for this environment will not require
further development as the volume of Council’s activities
increases. The successful installation of System/3 by the
Peel Cunningham County Council was an additional point
in favour of the computer.
Quarterly billing of customers — the major application
on the new computer - will take up about half the
available system capacity. The remainder will be taken up
with the processing of payroll for Council’s staff, stores
inventory, plant hire, job costing and ledger.
HANOVER FAIR 1975
The Hanover Fair 1975 (16 — 24 April) will be a centre
of attraction throughout the world by the diverse
presentation of manifold technical products. However,
up-to-date technical knowledge will be equally represented
at the Fair.

The technological objective is solving problems. Making
logical use of the multi-industry fair, some 4,200 companies
from over 30 countries frequently present their
problem-solutions in Hanover in the form of systems
composed of products from the 20 or more co-ordinated
branches of industry exhibiting in this integrated market.

PAPUA NEW GUINEA AUTHORITY AWARDS
CONSULTING CONTRACT
The National Investment and Development Authority of
Papua New Guinea has selected Datec (N.S.W.) Pty. Ltd., a
Sydney-based computer services group, to assist with the
establishment of information processing systems.

The Papua New Guinea Government recently established
NIDA to co-ordinate and monitor all of the Government’s
relations with foreign investors with a view to facilitating
the channelling of investment into those areas of activity
which are in the national interest and which provide the
, greatest benefit to the people of Papua New Guinea.
Datec has been awarded a four-part consulting contract
involving the full-time services of a Senior Consultant.
The assignment consists of setting up a system for:
• Monitoring the information and work flows associated
with dealing with foreign enterprises.
• Determining the role of NIDA personnel and other
departments in processing notices of applications.
• Standardising and simplifying the reporting systems and
paper work.
• Setting up a basis of office procedures to minimise paper
flows.
• Developing a system of reporting to the Board.
The monitoring section will cover such activities as
applications from foreign enterprises, investigation of new

Information
that is
industry’s life blood
9 Advertising noveities
0 Assembly and work
handling
0 Building material and
components, prefabricated
and system building
$ CeBIT-Office and data
technology
• Chemicals, rubber and
plastics
• Electrical energy, plant
and equipment
• Electrical materials, wiring
and domestic services,
leisure electronics

$ Electrical engineering —
special fields of application
machining and processing
methods
0 Electric and electronic
instrumentation and
automation
• Electronic components
0 Fittings and valves
0 Gas and water supply
0 Iron and Steel, non-ferrous
metals, foundry products,
ausinaij>iam5_-------- -Tror
^^keaniei

# Lamps, lighting
0 Mechanical handling
# Oil hydraulics and
pneumatics
# Refuse removal* disposal
and utilization
0 Scales and balances
0 Storage
0 Telecommunications
0 Testing machines
• Tools
• Transport engineering
• Welding, cutting and

Hanover
Fair 7C

April 16-24,

M V

Schenker & Co (Aust) Pty Ltd
GPO Box 274
Sydney NSW 2001
Telephone 2334122
Telex 20771
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NCR COM gives you fiche
completely cut and dried.
That means savings to you.
NCR’s Microfiche Recorder/Processor gives you
fiche completely cut and dried. There's no chemical
handling because all the film is processed right within
the system. You just plug it in. There’s no added
expense for a darkroom, plumbing, additional pro
cessors or extensive training.
NCR software is another plus feature. With little or
no change to up-and-running programs. You save on
programming costs and eliminate delays. These soft
ware programs are compatible with most mainframes,
too.

If you prefer to have us do your COM processing and
duplicating, directly from your magnetic tapes, call
your nearest NCR Data Centre. They’ll be happy, to
give you all the details.

Sydney 211-2188. Melbourne 328-0481.
Canberra 48-6M. Newcastle 26-1522.
Brisbane 21-5211. Perth 25-7299.
Townsville 72-1722. Adelaide 51-8411.
Hobart 34-3887.

Complete Computer Systems

No 247
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investment opportunities, registration of existing and new
foreign enterprises, and notices of share transfers and
approval of takeovers.
NIDA comes under the policy control of the Papua New •
Guinea Minister for National Development.
CSA SENIOR EXECUTIVE MOVEMENTS
General manager of Computer Sciences of Australia for
the past three years, Mr Walter Brousard will return to Los
Angeles on the staff of Computer Sciences Corporation
where he will become vice president, International
Operations, from January 1,1975.

Mi W. Brousaid

Mi R. H. Kassel

Mr Brousard has also been appointed to the board of
directors of Computer Sciences of Australia.
Announcing this in Sydney the chairman of CSA, Sir
Theo Kelly, said that Mr R.H. Kassel, assistant general
manager, Operations, since the formation of the company,
would succeed Mr Brousard as general manager.
Mr J. McDonald, currently assistant general manager,
Marketing, will become deputy general manager. He was
formerly with IBM and joined CSA in early December#
1973.
/ %

The whole
widewonderful world
to see.
This year Qantas offers you all the value, all
the variety and all the care you look for in an
overseas holiday. There are Qantas Holidays to
Southeast Asia, to Hong Kong and Japan, to
Hawaii, North America, New Zealand, Fiji,
New Caledonia, and of course to Europe.
Package holidays, group holidays, individual
holidays — and with every one there’s the
reassurance that they’re backed by Qantas.
All the value, variety and care is
detailed in a range of colourful Qantas Holidays ’75
booklets available free from your local Qantas
Travel Agent. Call in anytime for your copies.
This year it’s your turn to see the world.

mOOH THROUGH

Making it all possible

NEW TERMINAL SOFTWARE
FROM DATA GENERAL
Two data communications programs that enable Data
General computers to act as remote job entry terminals for
IBM 360/370 computers have been announced by Data
General Australia Pty. Ltd.

The IBM 2780 Emulator and the higher performance
IBM Hasp Workstation Emulator with multileaving and
interleaving can communicate with an IBM or Data General
central computer. Both programs run under full control of
Data General’s real-time and real-time disc-based operating
system (RTOS and RDOS).
The 2780 and Hasp Emulators can perform remote job
entry processing in a foreground mode, while Basic, Fortran
compilation or application programs can execute in the
background. Data files can be transferred to another
computer by using Fortran calls to the system bisynch
driver.
The Hasp software, written for Data General’s recently
announced Eclipse computer, requires 16K words of
memory to run under RTOS, and 24K words to run under
RDOS.
LB1.2368
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The brain on the left costs four times
as much as the brain on the right.
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These days, its costing a lot more to get a computer
programmed than it does to get the computer.
So anyone with any sense of proportion is now checking
out systems software as carefully as they used to check out
hardware.
Which is an idea we’d like to encourage.
Because weve designed our systems software to help you
get your programming done faster, easier and for less money.
Our Real-Time Disc Operating System (RDOS) does a lot
of work other operating systems expect programmers to do. To
create a file named “FRED’’ for example, all you have to do is
type in “CREATE FRED!’ You don’t have to scout around for the
best place for the file, or give it an address, or make sure it won’t
get disturbed. RDOS does all that for you.
And unlike a lot of other operating systems, you don’t have
to know RDOS inside out to put it to work for you. The commands
are simple, straight-forward, easy-to-remember. To run a program
named “BRAIN’,’ just type in “BRAIN” (instead of gibberish like
! #AREA, 3 @ 1000,5@ 2000! BRAIN @1000 @2000).
As a matter of fact, RDOS is so easy to use that anyone
who’s ever worked in FORTRAN should be able to develop
programs with it.
Write for our brochure: “Software Isn’t So Hard to
Understand!’
You may discover you don’t need a lot of brains to write
your software.

DataGeneral
The computer company you can understand.
i* Data

General Australia Pty. Ltd., 96 Camberwell Road, East Hawthorne, Victoria 3123
Melbourne (03) 82-1 361/Sydney (02) 908-1366.
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Five reasons why this envelope is worth looking into
It’s Window-Faced. A stock line. One of our range of
different shapes, sizes and designs in this type of
envelope. All of which are made for specific purposes.
Your correspondence, as any other company’s,
needs an envelope that is most suited to its purpose.
Some are, some are not. You must consider shape,
size, strength.... and cost!
Let Envelope Manufacturers Pty Ltd advise you on
the Window-Faced, or any other envelope that is best
for your company. In all, we make an extensive range

of standard size and shape envelopes. If one of these
is not perfect for your company, we will be pleased to
custom-make one to your requirements.
E.M. have been making envelopes-nothing else,
for over 40 years. That's a lot of experience. A lot of
knowledge that can benefit your company. Just phone
us and discover how much.

=111 Envelope Manufacturers Pty Ltd
10-22 Bowden Street, Alexandria, N.S.W. 2015. Telephone 699 1022

The Envelope Makers for today’s speed handling equipment.
A1607
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TERMINALS ARE DIRECTING GAS FLOW,
CUTTING EXPLORATION TIME
Seismic oil exploration is no stranger to the Tektronix
Graphic Display Terminal. One exploration company takes
it right out into the field to watch while the soundings are
done.

. JUU V J

LJ
tapes to load. All you do is pick up the handset and talk.
The Thought Tank System can fulfil the written
communication needs of every office. Up to six people can
have a direct line to the system.

mr&tik

A DESK-SMASHING PARTY?
Wl LL THEY START ON COMPUTERS NEXT?
Data-processing customers of Caringbah Sheet Metal
(Australia) Pty Ltd are getting a little anxious.

KC/ij
&V'*>
After a shot of energy is set off and geophones pick up
the echoes, the analog information which is converted to
digital form is displayed graphically on a Tektronix 4010.
The resulting picture tells on-board specialists, right away,
whether a shot was good or not. Usually, analog data must
be sent back to the computer for processing; only then can
the worth of the data be determined. If a bad shot has
occurred, it takes a fully-rigged crew trip back to the field at
great expense.
After collection there’s processing, and the terminal Is.
also at work there. In one seismic processing centre, it is
used for common depth point analysis.
After the data is demultiplexed and filtered for
velocities, the computer automatically makes a pick which
is instantly displayed on the terminal screen. Then the
analyst can decide on the basis of the display if the pick is
valid or not. If additional picks are needed, interactive front
end programming makes it as simple as pinpointing the new
picks with the terminal’s cross-hair cursor. In this way, each
seismic line is edited to perfection and readied for stacking.
The terminal cuts a two-hour process down to a few
minutes.
THOUGHT TAN K SYSTEM
The new Dictaphone Thought Tank made by Plessey
Communication Systems Pty Ltd is claimed to be the
fastest, most efficient way for executives to translate their
thoughts into action.

A familiar telephone-like handset is the only instrument
used.
All controls — record start/stop, back-up and listen — are
centrally and conveniently located. There are no belts or
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

In the latter part of 1974, this office furniture
manufacturer which has specialised in data-processing
ancillary equipment for more than 20 years, held a
desk-smashing party at Lane (Jove River Park, Sydney
N.S.W.
They wanted to prove the “indestructible” qualities of
their metal desks and operator chairs and it gave executives
the chance to work out their frustrations on C.S.M.’s
furniture.
After two hours of desk-bashing with axes and hammers,
C.S.M.’s advertising people had to admit that the furniture
“wasn’t completely indestructible” - but at least one
television news reporter was off duty next day with a badly
jarred shoulder.
Host at the desk-smashing party, was the manager of
C .S .M., Mr Bob Mostyn.
He said recently that the Company is continuing to
expand its range of stock data processing equipment.
xv

1500 PDP-11/45 installations
worldwide in 18 months
Digital’s PDP-11/45.
It’s brought more computer
to more people at a lower cost
than ever before possible.
It’s got all the raw power
you could ever need.
All the speed. (Up to 3
million instructions per second.)
All the capacity. (248K bytes
main storage memory, 320
million on disk.)

applications throughout the
world.
You get all this and more in
a PDP-11 /45 for half the cost of
systems that do only half as
much.
Write for more information
(there’s plenty).
Digital Equipment Australia
Pty Ltd.

And all the power of the
specially tailored operating
systems, for real-time and
timesharing, to make maximum
use of the resources of the
PDP-11/45.
Plus the wide library of
programs.developed for the
whole PDP-11 family of
machines in commercial,
industrial and scientific
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Digital Equipment Australia Pty Ltd
Sydney
123 Willoughby Rd Crows Nest NSW 2065
Canberra
24 Kembla St Fyshwick ACT 2609 ..........
Melbourne 60 Park St South Melbourne Vic 3205 ...
Hobart
86 Murray St Hobart Tas 7000 .................
Brisbane 133 Leichhardt St Brisbane Qld 4000
Adelaide
6 Montrose Ave Norwood SA 5067 ......
Perth
643 Murray St West Perth WA 6005 ..........
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In addition to storage for tape, card and disc systems,
whiteboards and computer room furniture, compact rolling
storage units can now be installed with fittings for tape
seals and slimline canisters.
The main advantage claimed for tape seals and slimline
canisters is that of space-saving.
In a typical 90cm rack, up to 20% space saving may be
achieved.
For users moving from 80 column systems to 96, CSM’s
practice has been to make an allowance on old drawers and
re-install new divided drawers into the existing card-cabinet
body.
AMERICAN DATA RETENTION SYSTEM
TAKES OFF IN AUSTRALIA
Since the official Australian launch in October of last
year, the Wilson Jones range of Data Retention Systems,
now being marketed in this country by Advance Industries
Limited, has proved to be one of the most revolutionary
and efficient methods of storing computer printout and
microfiche.
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Because of the unconventional sizes of printout sheets,
the storage of data material has long been a problem with
computer users — the Wilson Jones systems overcome this
problem simply and efficiently with their unique design,
which relies upon suspension as a means of storage. ■'
A comprehensive colour coding and indexing system,
combined with the unique modular design, give the systems
an extremely high degree of versatility and adaptability.
COMPUTER CONDITIONER
RANGE WIDENED
Specially designed air conditioning systems to suit all
computer room configurations and applications are now
available in Australia.

The systems incorporating up-flow, down flow and
combined up/down flow modules, have all been designed
specifically for computer room application.
This, encompassing range of conditioners is available
from Atlas Air Pty. Ltd.
The previously available range of Denco Miller up-flow
conditioners from Atlas has now been supplemented with
D.M.’s new dual-flow (up and down flow) range, together
with a specialised range of down-flow systems from Hiross
Denco in Italy.
Air conditioning tonnages for systems handled by the
company range from 1.6 tons to 21 tons.
The smallest unit in the range is the Atlas Mini Air, a
window type unit of 1.6 tons capacity part manufactured
by Atlas in Australia.
IRON "RECIPES" FROM MINICOMPUTER
A minicomputer-based system for guiding blast furnace
operators in controlling iron production has been
successfully implemented at the Port Kembla, New South
Wales, plant of Australian Iron and Steel Pty. Ltd.

The systems have now been firmly established in the
accounting areas of many commerical and industrial
organisation, including government departments, insurance
companies, building material manufacturers, publishers and
accountancy firms.
Probably one of the prime reasons for the wide
acceptance of the systems is the fact that they take up very
little space - hardly more than the actual size of the
material they contain — but still allow very easy access to
the reports they carry.
Another reason is that the units will take any nylon post
binder from 15” width down to 8”. Add to this the fact
that the modular design of the units enables the user to
increase or change the system according to the growth or
changes in his operational procedures.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

The computer is a Data General Nova 1200 which was
recently installed in the control room for Furnaces Nos. 4
and 5.
It operates as a powerful calculating tool for the
operator by providing information about the mixture of
ores and other constituents necessary to optimise a
particular production process.
The computer has been programmed with mathematical
models for various blends or “charges” for the blast
furnaces.
Each day the results of laboratory analysis of the
ingredients available are entered into the machine which
then can be called on to print out optimum “charges”.
The Nova also performs related tasks such as calculations
to obtain the optimum flame temperature for certain
mixtures.
DATEC DEVELOPS FORECASTING
MODELS FOR D.U.R.D.
Two data processing projects which involve the
development of forecasting models have just been
completed for the Department of Urban and Regional
Development by Datec Pty Ltd, Sydney-based management
and EDP consultants.

One concerned the development of a regional population
distribution projection model and the other a demand
forecasting model for the building and construction
industry.
j
Datec. carried out the system design, programming and
implementation in both projects.
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U-BIX copiers:
QUALITY/COST
NOBODY CAN COPY.
U-BIX Copiers give you lower costs than most and a quality higher than any. Handles type, half
tones and solid blacks, photos and coloured originals. They use plain bond paper (your own
letterhead if you like) copy onto translucent papers and card stock—-and produce transparencies
and offset masters, too. Easy to use, no staff training needed. You get, a full guarantee and free
service, and you can lease or buy outright. Wide range to fit your needs exactly.
U-BIX MODEL 600W

A console model which produces
reduction copies as well as "samesize" copies, at 600 per hour.
Copy size: In case of 1:1,5j x 8? to
10^- x 15. In case of 1:0.8, A3 re
duces to B4. Computer printout re
duces to A4, A4 reduces to 5| x 8-j.
U-BIX MODEL 750

The universal of the U-BIX range
takes original to 10" x 15" and
produces 15 copies per minute.
Dial print runs up to 499. (Over
1,000 already installed in Austra
lia).

Don’* forge* the desk top Model 101 or the
high speed 2000R if they are more suitable
for your application.
U-BIX MODEL 101

The mobile desk-top U-BIX with capabilities
of most larger models. By pass allows feed
ing.of single sheets of various sizes without
changing paper source.
Copy size.* From 5} x 8| to 10| x 14£.
Speed: 10 copies per minute.
U-BIX MODEL 2000R

The U-BIX (high speed) console. Dual paper
trays selected by pressing a button. Capacity
500 sheets per tray.
Copy size: From 5j x
to 11 x 15. Multi
copies up to 99. Designed for high copy
volume.

COPIERS PTY. LTD.
AUTOMATED BUSINESS
EQUIPMENT PTY. LIMITED

THE ORIGINAL'S NOT ALWAYS THE BEST

N.S.W. 144 Pacific Highway, North Sydney, N.S.W. 2060 Pit. S20.1276 VIC. 74/76 Eastern Rd„ South Melbourne, VIC. 3205 Ph. 699.2651 QLD. 49 Montepelier Rd., Bowden Hills, Old.
4006 Ph. 52.3288 S.A. 655 South Rd.. Black Forest, S.A. 5035 Ph. 297.5713 W.A. 55 Bank St., East Victoria Park, W.A., 6101 Ph. 62.1233
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The regional population projection model will be used
by the department to assess the regional distribution of
population using differing assumptions about the effects of
different policies on the pattern of internal migration. It is
constructed as a series of five-year projections up to the
year 2000.
The building and construction model determines the
impact of forecast capital expenditure by business and
government on the various sectors of the industry. It takes
into account such factors as inflation, type of construction
by the public and private sectors, regional effects, and
components of the industry’s key resources.

COMPUTER PRINTOUT REDUCED TO
MANAGEABLE SIZE
Ozapaper Limited have marketed a new reduction copier
from Minolta known as the Minoltafax 1714 Mark III that
can reduce a computer printout to A4 size in seconds.

KEEP YOUR DATA SAFE FROM FIRE AND WATER
In Australia today there is increasing importance being
placed on computer produced data, as well as a growing
trend towards the outright purchase or lease of computers
by Government departments as well as large and small
commercial organisations.

The problems of fire and water protection for the
computers and for the data which they use or produce are
unusually complex.
Compared with the cost of the computer, the value of
the tape is probably negligible, but the information which
has gone into producing it, measured in terms of many
hours of research, is of great value.
John Tann (Australia) Pty Ltd, Sydney safe and
strongroom engineers can offer Computer tape cabinets in
two standard sizes for the storage of magnetic tape, disk
packs, cassettes etc also record protection files and or
cabinets for the protection of punched cards, paper tapes
and ancillary data.
A complete record protection survey which takes into
account not only computer records but also all records used
by an organisation.
Compared with the cost of the computer itself or with
the incalculable value of the data and records stored, Tann
protection is inexpensive. Insurance might replace the
computer (and the Tann cabinet) after a fire but not the
records. The cabinet is definitely needed to protect the
records from loss.
The storage of computer data offers a range of problems.
Tapes, disk packs etc must be stored in air conditioned
surroundings and any strongroom used for protection must
be adequate and suitable in every way.
The Tann computer tape cabinet has been proved by
tests and offers a known degree of protection.
A.I.S. EXPANDS COMPUTING CAPACITY
Australian Iron & Steel Pty Ltd, Port Kembla, has placed
an order with Control Data Australia for the supply of two
CDC 3500 computer systems. These will replace two
CDC 3300 computers and one CDC 3170 computer
currently installed at AIS.

The manager, systems and data processing, Mr R. Hardy,
said AIS’ decision to increase its computing capacity at this
time reflected the growth in the steelworks’ in-house data
processing needs. The two CDC 3500s were expected to
provide sufficient capacity for the next two years’
computer requirements at Port Kembla.
He said AIS, and its parent company, BHP, were
examining their longer-term needs for computer facilities
and the decision to lease two CDC 3500s reflected a desire
to provide an easy expansion of facilities now, and yet leave
all options open for larger-scale expansion in the future.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975
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By just flipping a switch, you can have same-size copies
or copies reduced by 50%, reduced sized copies can save
paper costs, storage space and mailing costs.
The machine features roll paper which can produce up
to 1,000 continuous copies, or be programmed for any
pre-selected number of copies from 1 to 23. Single sheets of
varying sizes or offset masters can be fed manually by the
special overide feature without disturbing the roll.
The exceptionally large 17” x 14” surface, for accepting
originals makes for maximum versatility the machine can
also handle difficult items, sjlch as tightly bound books,
cardboard backed sheets, and'even large three-dimensional
objects.
NEW MASS ONLINE STORAGE SYSTEM ANNOUNCED
A data storage system combining the potential size and
economy of magnetic tape systems with the speed and data
access characteristics of disk storage was announced by IBM
Australia Limited recently.

The IBM 3850 mass storage system is effectively an
automated data cartridge library that operates online. The
largest system can hold the equivalent of many thousands
of magnetic tape reels, or more than 472,000 million bytes
of information.
XIX

How to keep
Fire and Water away
from your data

Valuable data material, microfilm, videotapes, films just don’t mix with fire
and moisture. Keep them safe in a Data Cabinet from John Tann. Built to
keep the internal temperatures below 65°C (150°F), Data Cabinets keep
sensitive processing materials safe where an ordinary fire-resisting cabinet
will not.
Keep fire and moisture away from your data. There’s a John Tann Data
Cabinet waiting to do it for you. Now! Before it’s too late.

These reels of recorded tape,
locked inside the John Tann
Data Cabinet, were roasted
in an 800°C oven for two hours.

The bolt operating handle and the
dial of the combination lock
melted away. When it had cooled,
the Data Cabinet was opened.

The inside paintwork, the seal,
the plastic tape cases and the
tapes were not visibly
damaged. The tapes were then
tested, and the records found
to be perfect.

DATA CABINETS FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

TT
R WORMRLO
SECURITY

SERVICE

JOHN TPIIMIM

(AUSTRALIA) PTY. LIMITED
161 Clarence Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000 ........................Telephone 29 3517
158 Victoria Street, Brunswick, Vic, 3056 ..................... Telephone 387 1466
47 Amelia Street, Fortitude Valley, Qld, 4006 ............... Telephone 52 4641
Railway Terrace, Mile End South, SA, 5031 ................. Telephone 352 3466
27 Moore Street, East Perth, WA, 6000 ............................ Telephone 25 7943
JT4.24/4
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MEMBERSHIP: .Membership of the Society is via a Branch.
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From the President

Qualifications for Membership
When any group of people is drawn together by a
common interest one of the problems is to identify
precisely who belongs to that group and what its purpose is.
The Australian Computer Society has faced this problem
since its birth in 1966. It is evident that the Society has
come to grips with this particular problem. We can see
emerging on several fronts a distinct and confident image of
a group who has firmly identified itself and its purpose.
One of the important facets of this identity is the
qualifications required for entry to the Society. In 1973 we
saw introduced a standard of knowledge for the grade of
Associate. This standard can be met by either passing the
Society’s own examinations or by being exempted on the
basis of completing an accredited qualification. The
applicant also requires two years of relevant experience.
From the 1st January, 1975 there is a standard, at
tertiary level, for the grade of Member. The only other
grade of corporate membership is Fellow, which is an
elective grade. The Society has thus clearly defined, at least
in terms of qualifications, who will comprise this group in
the future.
As from 1st January, 1975, admission to Member is
dependent upon satisfactory completion of a recognised
tertiary qualification of degree standard which contains an
acceptable level of computer science, information
processing or related topics, or the equivalent knowledge
standard, together with five years of relevant experience.
An “acceptable level” has been defined in terms of subject
content and their level of difficulty. Most existing courses
in tertiary institutions have been examined to see whether
or not they satisfy these standards and lists of accredited
courses have been published.
Understandably there has been criticism of this
requirement on the basis that it demands a formal
qualification, and many good people in the field, who are
not Members, would not be able to meet that requirement.
This criticism overlooks that very important phrase, “or the
equivalent knowledge standard”.
Having laid down the criteria, the Society is
progressively defining ways in which those criteria might be
met. Certainly, the completion of a tertiary qualification is
the logical first criterion to be defined as it enables a

quantifiable standard to be set. It is important to realise
that it is basically a standard. One may achieve that
standard in a variety of ways.
For example, from 1st January, 1975 there is another
option open to those applicants for corporate membership
who are not able to satisfy by other means the relevant
knowledge standard. An applicant for the grade of Member
who has completed ten years of relevant experience (or five
years for the grade of Associate) may support his
application by documentary evidence and referees reports.
Where these are insufficient to enable the Branch Executive
Committee to make a decision, the applicant is interviewed
by an assessment panel. This panel comprises the Branch
Chairman or Vice-Chairman, the Branch member of the
National Membership Standards Committee, and a local
member of the Fellows Committee. This option applies
until 1st January, 1980.
This provision meets the criticism of those who maintain
worthwhile people are being excluded because of lack of
formal qualifications. The individual has the opportunity to
convince his peers, by whatever means he considers
appropriate that his practical achievements demonstrate he
has the standard of knowledge required to be a professional
member of the Society.
It is important to realise that such options do not alter
the standard that has been set. They are merely alternative
ways of satisfying that standard.
All the above provisions apply only to new members.
Those who were already Associates at 1st June, 1973 may
be regraded as Members by satisfying the requirements that
were then in force, i.e. five years of relevant experience by
no later than 31st May, 1977. Also, any applicant admitted
as an Associate between 1st June, 1973 and 31st March,
1975 may be regraded as a Member by accruing a further
three years of relevant experience up to 31st March, 1979.
The Society now has objective standards at a level
worthy of a professional society. The potential member has
the widest variety of options open to convince his peers he
meets that standard. These options require always sound
practical experience, supported by evidence of knowledge:
either by formal or practical achievements. Surely a sound
way of establishing the professional basis of the Society.
ASHLEY W. GOLDSWORTHY
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An Economical High Speed
Display Processor
By P. G. McCrea*
The design of an economical high speed display processor, using a colour TV receiver as an output
device, is presented. Fast plotting rates have been obtained by using a MOS random access memory to
refresh the display Special purpose hardware is provided for generating circular arcs as well as vectors
and the system is interfaced to a small computer via an asynchronous bus. When graphical facilities are
not required, the refresh memory may be accessed as part of normal address space, thereby providing
an additional 12K of high speed memorty to the CPU.

1. INTRODUCTION
The work outlined in this paper is the result of a
proposal to implement an interactive graphics system at the
University of New South Wales to operate in conjunction
with the AR16 computer (Allen and Ruting, 1972). The
following requirements were stipulated:
(i) The system should be capable of displaying in colour as
well as grey levels to permit maximum flexibility in
visual interpretation.
(ii) Selective erasure was considered necessary for a fully
interactive system.
(iii) The ability to plot and erase points sufficiently quickly
— in the order of microseconds — was desired to permit
dynamic graphics.
All the above requirements may be met using a
periodically refreshed type of display, whereas a graphic
system using a storage tube is incapable both of selective
erasure and of displaying in colour or grey scales. Although
random, scan displays may exhibit colour with the use of
multiphosphor screens (Thompson-CSF Electron Tubes,
Inc.), a raster scan type of display was selected because of
the ready availability and comparative inexpense of colour
TV monitors.
Existing commercial systems were considered, but nonp
was found suitable because of relatively slow access times.
The Video Refresh Memories (VRMs) used are generally
discs (Data Disc, Inc.), or shift registers (RAMTEK
Corporation), the access times of which are in the order of
milliseconds. It was evident that if the speed requirements
were to be met, a random access memory should be
employed as the VRM. Furthermore it was considered
expedient that when the memory was not required for
graphical purposes, it should be made available to the AR16
to serve as an extension to its own memory, a feature which
adds the complexity of necessitating the memory to be
both bit and word addressable.
The motive for implementing the display has stemmed
from experience obtained from the existing graphics system
at the University of New South Wales (McCrea and
Maxwell, 1974). This uses a black and white TV, refreshed
from a recirculating MOS shift register memory and was an
attempt to produce a graphics system, which was both low
in cost, due to the use of TV technology, and high in
reliability, having none of the problems associated with
mechanically rotating VRMs. The resolution used was 256
x 256, a figure which has been found to be adequate for

many graphical applications. It was therefore decided that
the new display system should be constructed having the
same resolution as the existing one, the information
content of the screen being significantly enhanced,
however, by representing each picture element by the three
bits, which may be decoded to produce colour, or shades of
a particular hue, including grey levels.
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 General
The display system comprises a commercial colour TV
monitor/receiver, refreshed without interlace fifty times
each second from a solid state VRM, which consists of
192 IK dynamic MOS randon access memory chips. A
block diagram is shown in figure 1. The memory is
equivalent to 12K 16 bit words and has been partitioned
into three modules labelled a, j3, and y. The contents of
these are scanned simultaneously, producing three bits per
picture element, and displayed on the screen by way of the
Video Buffer, the resultant resolution being 256 x 256 bits.
The TV monitor/receiver has not been modified, save for
the inclusion of a switch which selects either graphics or
normal VTR/broadcast.
The display is interfaced to the AR16, a 16 bit parallel
machine, via an asynchronous bus, INFOBUS, the
transferred data referring either to plotting or control
functions. Plotting instructions fall into three classes point, vector and circular arc, the latter two of which are
implemented using special purpose hardware. A lightpen
facility, the design of which has already been presented
(McCrea and Maxwell, 1974), has also been provided.
,2
2.2 Scanning the Memory
The three memory modules must be scanned
periodically in synchronism with the TV raster. Maintaining
the standard line time of 64ps, 256 bits are displayed in
51.2ps at a clock rate of 5 MHz. Bit access for scanning is
not possible, as the memory READ time is 500ns; nor is it
desirable that the memory be engaged wholly in refreshing
the TV. Word access every 3.2ps, with parallel to serial
conversion providing the necessary bit rate, overcomes the
problem and permits memory to be available 85% of the
time for other uses. SCAN is given highest priority of
access.
1
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Figure 1 Block diagram of graphics system

2.3 Dynamic Memory Requirements
Dynamic memories require special considerations
because information is stored in the form of a capacative
charge, which requires refresh, in this case every 2ms, to
ensure continuity of storage. Hence REFRESH, which is
essentially a WRITE cycle with all chips disabled, has the
same priority as SCAN, timing considerations ensuring that
both do not occur simultaneously. To prevent conflict
between these high priority accesses and normal memory
access, a MEMORY WARNING line is raised one cycle time
before either SCAN or REFRESH is due, preventing further
access until after theit expiration, whilst permitting
completion of the current access if any.
2.4 Control Register
The Control Register is loaded from the data bus upon
the decoding of bus address FF11 and contains information
concerning the interpretation of the information on the
data lines, as shown in figure 1. The first three bits indicate
whether a point, vector or circle is being plotted, while a
further three bits indicate into which of the a, |3 or 7
memories the data is to be written. The ERASE bit sets the
contents of the three memories to the values shown in the
a, P and 7 bits, a blank screen resulting if all three are zero.
The POLARITY bit complements the colour, or grey level
on the screen, while the two bits, 5 and e, are used to map
the three bit picture element code, produced from scanning
the three memory modules, into the displayed hue for each
element. The last four bits are reserved for bus controlpurposes. Bit C indicates completion of a plotting
4

operation, while bit 0 is set when the display is operational
and ready to accept instructions, thereby indicating that
power is up and that high priority accesses (SCAN and
REFRESH with associated Memory Warnings) are not
currently taking place. Bit I is set by the display, either
manually or from the lightpen, to indicate that an Interrupt
is requested, while bit E is set when an error condition has
occured.
2.5 Video Buffer
The function of picture code interpretation, as well as
level shifting, is performed by the Video Buffer, which is
shown in figure 2. The two control lines, 5 and e, determine
the interpretation of the scanned outputs from the three
memory modules as may be seen in table I. The first
combination is a straight mapping of memory output to
colour gun by way of the level shifter, producing eight
different combinations of colour on the screen including
black and white, while the second combination presents the
output from the D/A converter to each of the three colour
guns resulting in an eight level grey scale. The third and
fourth combinations have been left spare in order that
particular colour and shading facilities may be added at a
later stage for specific applications.
2.6 Plotting a Point
A point is plotted when bus address FFIO is decoded
and the Control Register indicates a point. As shown in
figure 3(a) the information on the data bus is regarded as
16 bit X,Y corordinate with respect to an origin at the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975
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Figure 2 Video buffer block diagram

bottom left hand corner of the screen and activates the
VRM address lines. Each of the three memory modules is
written into simultaneously where the data input to each is
indicated by the a, (3 and y bits in the Control Register.
Although memory WRITE time is 625ns, the average point
plotting time is approximately 800ns after SCAN and
REFRESH have been taken into consideration.
2.7 Plotting a Vector
When bus address FFIO is decoded and the control
register indicates a vector, the 16 bit data input is
interpreted as representing an incremental vector in the
format shown in figure 3(b). The instruction is in
sign-magnitude form where one bit is used as the sign and
seven for the increment. Hence the longest vector which
may be drawn using one instruction is half the screen
dimension. The points representing the vector are
determined by using two binary rate multipliers which are
available in TTL MSI chips. These are clocked from a
common source, the outputs from which, depending on the
sign, either increment or decrement the display memory
address register. A vector (or point) may be erased by
rewriting with a,(3,7 = 0.
The time required to plot a vector is a function of its
length, the maximum time of 100/rs (128 point plot times)
occurring for vectors of length greater than 26. For shorter
lines, the generation time is reduced by shifting AY and AX
left until a 1 is sensed in the most significant place of either
register and reducing the number of clock pulses
accordingly. For a vector of length 25 — 1, which is one
eighth of the screen dimension, the plotting time is 25jus.
2.8 Plotting a Circular Arc
When the Control Register indicates a circle, the next
three words on the data lines are used to define the circle,
or circular arc, as shown in figure 3(c). The procedure used,
TABLE I: Picture Code Interpretation
J

5
0
0
1
1

6
0

i
0
1

3 colours (R, G, B)
Grey Scale
)Spare for shades ,
)of other hues
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an analysis of which has already been presented (McCrea,
1974), involves the solution of the differential equation y +
y = 0 using digital differential analysers (DDAs) employing
Adams (trapezoidal) integration. The first data. word
defines the centre of the circle (Xc, Yc), the second word
gives the starting point relative to the centre, while the
third word contains radius and arc information. Plotting a
complete circle is regarded as a particular case of the more
general arc plotting procedure. The integrator registers are
preloaded with the starting point (Xs, Ys), which is
conventionally (r,0) for a complete circle, and then
normalized by shifting left until a 1 is sensed in the most
significant place to ensure the minimum drawing time for
any radius.
A procedure for generating circular arcs by hardware has
been outlined (Hughes and Hankins, 1973), in which the
arc has been specified in Cartesian form by its initial and
final points. This has not been used, primarily because it
places too much of a burden on the programmer to specity
exactly the coordinates of the final point, and secondly
because of the excessive amount of hardware required to
implement, using cartesian methods, a procedure which is
essential polar by nature.
The quantity 0 is the 8 most significant bits of the angle
of arc in radians X 28 and hence is a measure of the number
of integration iterations, N, to be performed. N has a
maximum value of 2n.2°, or 1640, for a complete circle
with r
27. Although N requires an 11 bit iteration
counter, 0 is only 8 bits long thereby causing a worst case
truncation error in N of 2^ in 2*°, or less than 1%,
occurring when r > 27 and 0=4 radians.
Using parallel DDAs with TTL logic, the required
incremental outputs are available in less than the VRM
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S GN
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AY
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X
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Y
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Y

s
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s
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Figure 3 Plotting instructions
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WRITE time of 625 ns, which therefore determines the
circle plotting rate. A complete circle of radius (27 - 1),
i.e. one just contained within the screen, requires 650/us to
plot based on the average point plotting time of 800ns,
smaller circles and arcs requiring considerably less time.
2.9 Memory Extension Mode
The VRM may be accessed directly by the host
computer as an extension of its own memory when
graphical facilities are not required, simply by regarding the
12K as word oriented, and part of the machine’s address
space. Memory locations 32K to 43K in the AR16 have
been set aside for this purpose. Decoding any of these
addressed from the address bus sets a control line, X, which
disconnects those data and control lines associated with the
bit oriented graphics, and connects those concerned with
word-oriented memory extension. REFRESH still takes
priority; hence Memory Warning is still required. SCAN is
not necessary, although provision has been made for
manually including SCAN so that the memory contents
appear on the screen as a possible debugging aid.
3. DISCUSSION

The described graphics system is highlighted by two
particular features. In the first instance, the memory does
not lie idle when graphical facilities are not required, but is
made available to the CPU as an extension to main (core)
memory. As this represents an additional 12K of high speed
memory, it is of considerable benefit. The second concerns
the fast data plotting and manipulation rates obtained as
the result of using a semi-conductor random access memory
to refresh the TV monitor. Points may be plotted at the
rate of 1.25 x 106/second, while the vector plotting rate is
a function of its length, varying from 104/second for
lengths > 26 bits to 3 x 105/second for a length of 2 bits.

6

The arc plotting rate is a function of both the length of the
radius and the angle of arc, being 1.6 x 103/second for a
complete circle just contained within the screen. The point
plotting rate is of particular significance in that it is from
one to two orders of magnitude faster than the rates
available on existing commercial graphics systems.
At the time of writing, the display is in the process of
construction, the hardware being mounted on two 19” x
11” boards located in a standard 19” rack. The system is
interfaced to INFOBUS and hence to the AR16 using
differential line drivers and receivers.
The major portion of the cost of the total system —
approximately 70% excluding the TV monitor — is
attributed to the memory itself, which is in the order of 1c
per bit. However, as the price of semiconductor RAMs
decreases, it is anticipated that their use as VRMs with both
colour and black and white TV monitors will provide an
economical and effective way of presenting pictorial output
particularly in applications where dynamic results are being
displayed.
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Studies in the Simulation
of Computers
By W. P. Beaumont and J. L. C. Macaskill

The construction and validation of simulation models of computer systems poses problems that vary
greatly with the nature of the system being studied. This paper discusses the particular difficulties
posed by simulation of a large-scale multiprocessing system, and describes methods that have been
used to overcome them. The success of these methods is demonstrated by the validation results, which
are presented in the paper.
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1. CLASSES OF COMPUTER SYSTEM
AND THEIR SIMULATION

A properly validated simulation model of a computer
system is the most effective tool for analysing the
behaviour of the system and for predicting its reaction to
changes in computer configuration or workload (Lucas,
1971). The problems involved in constructing and
validating such a model vary enormously with the type of
computer being simulated. There are three main classes:
sequential batch processing systems (Day and Whatmough,
1971), multiprogramming systems (Noe and Nutt, 1972),
and interactive systems (Nielsen, 1972).
1.1 Sequential batch processing systems

In a sequential batch processing system once processing
starts on a job it continues on that job alone until it is
finished. Allocation of computer resources is thus
pre-determined and little in the way of automatic
scheduling is necessary or possible. The operation of such a
computer depends to a large extent on how the jobs enter *
and leave the system, which may involve collecting them '
on tapes with off-line equipment and similar techniques!'
The behaviour of the system thus depends heavily on the
practices of the operating staff. Measurement of such a
system is effected by recording the times at which jobs
reach certain stages in their path from input collection to
output distribution. The part played by the computer in
this process is relatively small and straightforward. The
important areas are controlled by the human operators as
found by Day and Whatmough (1971) and will of course be
stochastic.

on the operating system, with the human operator
occupying a much less crucial role than in the sequential
batch processing system. Further complication is
introduced in systems that have more than one processor,
where the interaction between processors and their
allocation to various tasks may become very complex
(Thornton, 1964).
Simulation of a multiprogramming computer must take
into account the details of the operating system. Not only
must the logic of the scheduling rules and so on be
implemented, but the time required by the system to
execute these rules (often a considerable fraction of the
total processing time) must be known to a high degree of
accuracy. The complexity of a multiprogramming operating
system makes validation of the model extremely difficult.
The severity of these validation difficulties has been noted
by other workers, for example, Noe and Nutt (1972) and
Bell (1972). By its very nature, the information maintained
by the operating system is protected from inquisitive users.
It is thus difficult to monitor such information without
interfering with the system, and this could endanger system
reliability. Such monitoring therefore could not be
tolerated in a user-orientated installation. The one
redeeming feature of a multiprogramming simulation is its
largely deterministic nature. Given the procedures of the
operating system and the initial state of the computer, it is
possible to model much of the resultant processing exactly,
without recourse to stochastic simulation techniques. This
significantly affects the methot} used for validating the
model. Methods for eliminating (certain types of stochastic
effect in peripheral devices are discussed later in the paper.
1.3 Interactive Systems

1.2 Multiprogramming Systems

A multiprogramming system enables the processors and
memory of the computer to be shared among several jobs
running at the same time. The control of job flow and the
allocation of resources to the jobs are done by the
operating system, which also performs considerable
housekeeping tasks to keep track of what is going on in the
system and how space (in memory, on discs, etc.) is being,
used. The operation of the computer depends very largely

Interactive systems pose different problems again
because they depend so heavily on the response times of
individual users and at the same time use complex queueing
procedures. The type of work being done can vary widely
from one user to another and the user response times may
be anything from a fraction of a second to several minutes.
Users requests will depend noticeably on the response time
of the system, and the delay involved in this feedback will
change from one user to another.
6
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Figure 1 Organization of CDC 6400 running under scope

1.4 Summary of differences between systems
In summary, the differences between these three main
classes of computer system are reflected in radical
differences in the problems that arise in the validation of
their models. Thus, the performance of sequential batch
processors is dominated by the computer room operating
rules and the response to these rules of computer operators.
The performance of interactive systems is also dominated
by human responses, but in this case it is the responses of a
varied and, in general, sophisticated group of users to the
difficulties posed by their own problems. In contrast,
multiprogramming systems are dominated by complex and
sensitive interactions between hardware configuration,
operating system, and users’ programs. As a result,
performance prediction by models of this class of system
calls for an intimate knowledge of system processes and
hardware properties that would be irrelevant for
batch-sequential and purely interactive systems.
2.

SIMULATION OF MULTIPROGRAMMING
SYSTEMS
2.1 Description of the System
The simulation discussed here is of a multiprogramming
computer controlled by a complex operating system,
specifically the Control Data 6400 computer under Scope
3. In this computer most of the operating system tasks are
done by peripheral processors, which are completely
sovereign devices, each with its own memory and program.
All accessing of peripheral equipment and system tables
(for example, the tables showing which devices are
allocated to the different jobs) is done by these processors.
The user-programmed central processor cannot execute
such functions, and must issue requests to the Monitor (a
general supervisory program itself running in a peripheral
processor) for a peripheral processor to do the necessary
work.
This situation is illustrated in Figure 1. For the sake of
simplicity, the only input/output device shown is the disc.
Also shown are the ten peripheral processors, which can
communicate with the central processor through central
memory. Part of central memory is used for system tables;
the rest is shared among the running jobs. Most systems
programs are stored on the disc, from which they are read
when required by a peripheral processor.
8

2.2 Detailed Instruction Simulation
Because most of the operating system work is done by
the peripheral processors, it is necessary to investigate the
behaviour and processing times of the programs they
execute. Exact information on this is not available (for
example, from the manufacturer) and it is difficult to
obtain, since each peripheral processor is independent and
its memory cannot be accessed by any other device in the
system. The method used to overcome this problem was to
write a program that behaves in exact facsimile of the
computer. This is shown in Figure 2. In the 6400 the ten
peripheral processors and the central processor are, in
effect, operating in parallel and the model handles this by
simulating one cycle of each of the eleven processors in
turn. The simulated processors act upon simulated central
and peripheral memories which in fact occupy part of the
real program space of the simulation program and are exact
replicas, word for word, of their real system counterparts.
An important aspect of this simulator is the method of
handling the actual software of the operating system. The
simulated version of the library stored on the disc is an
exact copy of the library (a large set of system programs)
used by the real system. When a simulated processor loads a
program from this library, therefore, it reads into its
memory a perfect.replica of the real system program. When
the program is simulated its behaviour is followed
instruction by instruction. All the system housekeeping
tables are also maintained exactly, as all the programs that
modify them are being simulated, and make all the entries
and.alterations that they would make during real computer
operations.
This one program thus contains a complete copy of the
system in microcosm. The simulator is much slower than
the real system, but it enables the detailed operation of any
part of the system to be observed accurately.
Thus, by use of the simulator just described, the time
required for each of many basic system tasks can be
measured, and the way in which these tasks are interlinked
can be studied. This information is deterministic; no
stochastic processes are involved. Processing depends only
on the state of the system and its input. For example, the
time required to search sequentially for an entry in a file
table can be computed from the position of the entry, if
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Figure 2 Simulator of CDC 6400 embedded within CDC 6400
system
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this is known. For this situation the detailed simulation
would replicate in full detail the activities involved in the
search, supplying the time taken to initialize it, the time to
inspect each element and (in other parts of the operating
system) data concerning the rules for inserting and deleting
entries, which determine the positipn of any entry.
Sufficient information is thus produced to predict exactly
the time required for any such search.
2.3 Event Simulation
The information supplied by the instruction simulator
described above is used in the construction of a less detailed
but much faster event driven simulation model. Although
detail is lost, accuracy is maintained at a comparable level
since all the activities being simulated are deterministic,
depending only on quantities known to the simulator
program. At this stage the model incorporates all the
activities of the operating system that take place in the
processors and memories.
When the operating system makes use of peripheral
devices, determinacy may be lost, since mechanical motion,
and thrls stochastic response time, is sometimes involved.
The most important peripheral device in the 6400 is the
main disc, where the system library is stored. An analysis of
the responses of this disc (using specially written timing
programs) has shown that the rotation time (which
determines the time for the required section to reach the
heads) and the time taken to switch from one head to
another are deterministic. In fact, times vary by one or two
microseconds from one measurement to another and such
small differences can be disregarded for the purposes of the
model. The only stochastic operation is the physical
movement of the heads from one track to another, which
varies sufficiently to affect system operations significantly.
This means that a considerable portion of the disc’s
activities can be incorporated in the simulation without
affecting its deterministic nature. To this end, use of the
disc is initially limited to one track (about half a million
characters), which is insufficient for full scale system
operation, but which enables the operating system to
support enough jobs for a deterministic validation to be ,
carried out, as will be described later.
; .
2.4 Validation Techniques
The process of constructing the simulator can be viewed
schematically, as in Figure 3. The detailed instruction
simulator provides information about the operating system
software. Validation of this simulator is essential, and has
been successfully carried out. Those events in the real
system that could be detected (by a peripheral processor
program) were timed, and compared with the
corresponding events in the simulation of the same
processes. The two sets of times agreed more than well
enough to satisfy the requirements of the simulator. An
example of the quality of the agreement achieved appears
in Table I, which shows the times at which various events
occurred in the real system and in the detailed simulation.
The comparison shows an agreement within some 0.2
milliseconds for most items. The worst disagreement (in the
item “Disc Channel Reserved”) was 0.36 milliseconds and
was caused by an identified modification by Control Data
to their operating system. However, the difference is not
significant in the context of the accuracy required for the
event simulator.
As shown in Figure 3, direct measurement provides
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

TABLE 1 Typical results from
the validation of the detailed simulator
Event
Memory allocation
File table access
Job table access
Job table access
Accounting message
Accounting message
Change of job (IRA)
Schedule re-execution
Disc access request
Drop peripheral program
Disc channel reserved
Change of job (ISP)
Accounting message
Accounting message
Accounting message
Job status request
Accounting message
Disc access request
CPU allocation
Drop peripheral program
Disc channel reserved
Change of job (ISP)

Real Time
(milli
seconds)

Simulated
Time (milli
seconds)

0.36
0.88
1.40
1.61
2.28
2.95
7.24
11.80
11.80
12.06
13.05
48.57
49.40
50.53
51.66
52.49
53.79
60.38
60.75
61.11
61.33
62.52

0.34
0.97
1.47
1.72
2.37
2.98
7.36
11.66
11.74
12.02
12.69
48.39
49.36
50.80
51.64
52.35
53.68
60.34
60.79
60.79
61.36
62.64

information about peripheral equipment, both stochastic
and non-stochastic. The non-stochastic information from
the detailed simulation and from direct measurement
combines to form the deterministic event simulator, which
must also be validated. Once this is done the stochastic
processes can be included and the whole model validated
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SIMULATION

DIRECT
VALIDATION

MEASUREMENT

NON-STOCHASTIC
EQUIPMENT
PROCESSES
DETERMINISTIC
SIMULATION

DETERMINISTIC
VALIDATION

STOCHASTIC
EQUIPMENT
PROCESSES

STOCHASTIC
SIMULATION

STOCHASTIC
VALIDATION

END
PRODUCT

Figure 3 Scheme for constructing and validating CDC 6400
simulation
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statistically. Validation of the event simulator is carried out
in two stages because the stochastic processes are relatively
few, and it is considered desirable to remove their
disturbing influence from the validation process as much as
possible.
If the operation of the real computer can be made
deterministic, it should behave in exactly the same way as
the deterministic model, provided that the initial conditions
and the input stream are the same. The two systems should
then produce one for one the same events at the same
times. Any variation would be attributable either to
differences in the initial conditions or to inaccuracy in the
simulator. In the first case the procedure for the validation
experiments would need to be tightened, and in the second
the model would require correction. It would not be
necessary to consider whether variations might reasonably
result from stochastic effects because stochastic effects
would not be included in either the real system or the
model.
To achieve this desirable state of affairs special methods
are required to avoid the stochastic effects in the real
system. There are relatively few areas where these occur
during processing of the test jobs. These are —
(1) card reader operations during input
(2) line printer operations during output
(3) track changes on the disc
(4) the position of various cyclic processes at the start
of the measurement. Of most concern are the
position of the disc, and the position in its loop of
the program that initiates new jobs.
Areas (1) an'd (2) can be eliminated by restricting the
period of interest to the actual running of the jobs. Track
changes on the disc are eliminated (as described earlier) by
forcing the system to use only one track for the entire
process. This limits the system library and the disc space
available to jobs, but does not affect the experiment, which
is more concerned with the operating system and how it
handles resource conflicts. Area (4) is handled by the
program that does the measurement. This is a specially
written peripheral processor program that monitors easily
detected events in the system. Before starting it records the
position of the disc and of the job initiation loop, so that
these will be known for the corresponding simulation run.
Using this specially prepared system, a set of jobs is run
on both the simulator and the computer. These jobs
compete for access to the disc, the central processor,
central memory and so on, so that the logical elements of
the simulator get a thorough testing. The results from the
model and from the computer should be exactly similar in
every detail. A one for one matching of each measurable
event provides a stringent test of all non-stochastic variables
in the model, and the associated logic. If the results do not
match, the cause of the discrepancy must be found in the
simulation program and the run repeated with the error
corrected. As this proceeds, suitable modifications of the
simulator will force its performance to converge to that of
the real system. This validation is being done now, and its
results are most satisfactory and indeed have exceeded
expectations. An example of the matchings being obtained
with the event simulator is shown in Table 2.
2.5 Proposed Applications
The simulation model can be used to predict changes in
the performance of the system due to different hardware,
different operating system strategies, and different system
10

TABLE 2 Typical results from the validation of the
deterministic event simulator. Upper values are for real events,
lower values are for simulated events.
Event
Job 1
Memory assigned
Disc request for
control card
Control cards read
Loading started
Disc request from CPU
Disc request from CPU
End of CPU program
Start of job termination
Memory released
Termination of processing

Event times in seconds
Job 2
Job 3
Job 4

0.089

0.102

1.657

1.669

0.090

0.105

1.661

1.676

0.102

0.115

1.669

1.681

0.102

0.117

1.673

1.688

0.136

0.201

1.708

1.773

0.133

0.199

1.705

1.771

0.145

0.210

1.718

1.783

0.141

0.207

1.712

1.778

0.231

0.296

1.803

1.869

0.226

0.292

1.800

1.864

0.669

0.997

2.241

2.571

0.661

0.987

2.232

2.559

0.998

1.191

2.570

2.698

0.992

1.189

2.564

2.696

1.126

1.388

2.633

2.829

1.122

1.384

2.628

2.825

1.252

1.515

2.759

2.955

1.251

1.514

2.756

2.953

1.450

1.582

2.891

3.022

1.449

1.580

2.888

3.020

loads. A specific instance of this will be the analysis of how
job turn-around times are affected by various priority
schemes. This is an example of changing system
performance by altering the operating system strategies.
Longer-term studies envisaged are the behaviour of the
system under different versions of Scope, the effect of
adding new hardware (more memory, faster peripherals,
etc.), and predictions of the effect on the system of
growing workload.
3.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, if a model is to make effective
predictions, great care must be taken to ensure its accuracy,
both in its initial construction and through accurate
validation. The validation of the model discussed here has
proved its value by unearthing a number of errors, not only
in the accepted data concerning the computer system, but
also in the detailed work entailed in the preparation of the
simulation program. Inclusion of some errors of this latter
type is in effect unavoidable despite the most stringent
precautions, and could hardly have been detected by less
exhaustive means.
The complexities of multiprogramming computers and
their operating systems are such that effective investigation
of their performance can only be done by simulation.
Results achieved to date in validating a multistage model of
the University of Adelaide CDC 6400 system give every
expectation that the model will be capable of accurate
performance predictions.
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Comparing Computer Usage:
A Case Study
By Peter W. Dowrick

$

Manufacturer-supplied timings are too complex to provide a real basis for comparison among data
processors. Empirical studies must be performed. There are pitfalls here too, and the consumer must
be alive to them. A small scale example is given here in some detail.

TOTAL COMPUTER RUN TIME IS NOT
EQUAL TO THE SUM OF THE INDIVIDUAL
TIMINGS
You have small computer usage; a few hours a day on a
relatively limited computer. Maybe you are reselling this
computer time. In effect, this is selling labour, so there is
no great profit and there is certainly no margin for error.
If more facilities than one are available to you, you have
a problem assessing their relative values. This provides great
opportunity for visiting salesmen to heavily deploy “baffle
with science” tactics, and even your most scientific allies
seem to be struggling. They struggle because they assume
there is a scientific solution calculable, and their egotism
will not allow them to balk it. The basic schooling of their
youth has geared them to adopt this attitude. What you
should do is condemn out of hand any theoretical approach
whatever. Suppliers’ representatives will inundate you with
formula, and then they will encourage you to let them
calculate it. Understandably you will be tempted to let
them. Card reader 600 cpm, tape unit 800 bpi, printer 1100
lpm. Disk average access 75 milliseconds, core single byte
access 800 nanoseconds; 8 bits 1 byte, 4 bytes 1 word, 2
words 1 pint, 8 pints 1 bit; whatever else you ask. And
when the dust settles in your mind, are these items strictly
additive? Or should you make one list, place them alongside
another, and compare them item for item? If you think so,
then more complications will be introduced. Multiplexor
channels. How many channels? Pseudo I/O. Internal
buffers. Supervisor interruption; operator intervention.
Virtual storage. Software, hardware, overlays, job control
programs, libraries, subroutines, source language generators,
spooling, multiprogramming, time sharing, operating
systems, debugging systems, console messages. Now do you
want to calculate anything? Maybe you know your (and
better still, their) jargon, and you sweep aside all the
rhubarb and, into the formulae that matter, you feed some
likely figures about input records and print lines.
If you make' your decision according to this, 1 hope one
day you do some processing with which you can compare
your theoretical calculations. As a result, will you chew
your pencil and search for a guilty arithmetic blunder, or
will you dig out a contract of computer usage for a
ceremonial burning?
The truth is, with ramifications and convolutions as they
are, such calculations are at worst impossible, and at best a
lie (or should it be the other way round?). Such thoughts,
although often overlooked, are scarcely original. Sometimes*

live runs and benchmarks are not possible. The man in most
need of a real comparison, has not the resources to pursue
it; the same economic factors the reason for both. The best
he can do is seek out documented examples of
comparisons, made by those who have no more than their
own small tomahawk to grind and are not trying to sell him
anything. This paper has been written for just such a
purpose.
THE SMALL BUREAU BUYING TIME
I was - Manager of Computer Systems for a small
company, Management Control Ltd in Auckland, New
Zealand. We bought a few hours a day on an IBM 360/25.
For many reasons including hope for expansion, shifting
emphasis in operation, and other matters not relevant here,
we sought to compare other computer usage. We selected
some established programmes to represent our typical data
processing task, and sought to use these in “parallel runs”.
Burroughs Ltd co-operated, (understandable in
marketing terms), to assist in the conversion of our
programmes for their B3500. This machine was both faster
and more expensive than the one for which the programmes
had been written. Qualitatively, the results were
predictable. What was interesting was the more exact
quantitative comparison; we found empirical results were
badly predicted by theory. Some timings compared 1:3,
while some were 2:3. But there were many other factors to
consider, especially as a B3500 is readily multiprogrammed.
TO BE PROCESSED .. .
Any machine company can, and probably does, write a
suite of programs that will show their computer to
maximum advantage. It would, therefore, be foolish to use
any such for a benchmark test. The converse is also true; it
is possible to write programmes that trouble a particular
operating system very badly. These are just as unsuitable if
something more than entertainment is desired. The
consumer must seek a genuinely representative sample. Our
programs were all written for 360 Disk Operating System,
and therefore might have been at a disadvantage on any
other system.
We chose, as illustrated in figure 1, a load and edit
program which handled half a dozen codes of input records
(transaction details on punched card). These records were
accepted or rejected by batch, the accepted ones
reformatted on disk, and all cards, error messages and so
on, listed on the printer. Disk records were then sorted. In

* School of Medicine, University of Auckland, P.B., Auckland, New Zealand, formerly, Manager Computer Systems, Management Control Ltd.,'
Auckland, when the study was carried out. Manuscript received 16th August 1974
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'updated
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summary

maintenance
report

Figure 1 System chart

another program, these sorted detail records were matched*
sequentially with a master tape which was then rewritten
with updated information. A listing of the master file was
produced, and meantime three other magnetic device files
were created — normally for further processing. This last
program in the truncated suite was chosen partly because of
its file handling, and more particularly as it made good use
of source statement and relocatable libraries, of linkage
editor, and of other specific IBM DOS features. On both
machines, the same input data — about 1600 cards with
most columns punched — and the same input master tape,
were used. The master file had about 2000 records, activity
of the order of 80%. After processing was completed, all
output was checked to investigate how closely the two
systems had achieved equivalent results.
To improve the generality of the processing we also
submitted a relatively diagnostic-free COBOL source
program for compilation.
PROCESSED ON ...
Details of the facilities that were available are given in
table 1. Notice that if processing were “I/O bound”, we
might expect the B3500 to be almost twice as fast, since
the relative maximum print speeds were 11:6 and the other
peripherals had ratios still higher. But then we might
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

caution our expectation and wait and see. Both printers had
hardware that favoured print before spacing; subroutines
were used on both systems that conformed with this.
My own background had been almost exclusively with
IBM equipment at this stage. I spent quite some time with
Burroughs
absorbing differences in jargon and
methodology. I had hoped to run another comparison on
an available service of 360/65 using OS. Conversion
problems in the particular situation we had to face, were so
frustrating that I am sorry to say, we eventually had to
abandon the attempt. For the B3500, Burroughs did most
of the conversion work for us, and they proved gratifyingly
honest when aspects inevitably proved more troublesome
than had been predicted. We ended up with a “tailor-made”
program to convert our IBM COBOL source decks to
ANSI COBOL. Assembler language subroutines had to be
rewritten, of course. A few weeks of intermittent work
took us thus far and also solved many non-regenerative
problems. Thenceforth conversion took very few man hours
per program.
RESULTING IN ...
Results are illustrated in figure 2. The IBM timings were
taken by an operator (non-biased!) with a wrist-watch. The
Burroughs MCP provided internal timings as a part of its
normal audit functions. Printout on standard lineflow
(15”xll”) was about 20 pages in the first programme
(EDIT), and 30 high density pages in the last programme
(MAINT).
Differences in core addressing concepts made the
outcome of compilation sizes intriguing — see figure 2(b).
The first surprise was that the Burroughs compilations were
significantly smaller. The second point of interest was the
difference in these reductions. Compilation size was
reduced far less in EDIT than in MAINT; about half as
much in terms of percentage. No reasons were gone into,
but MAINT used more complex verbs and more files. Core
size of Burroughs sorts may be manipulated to optimize
available storage. We eventually settled on 20KB for these
timings.
We can now make comparisons on a purely economic
basis. It may be indiscreet to state boldly the actual rates in
NZ dollars. For relativity sake, let us call our currency
“carrots per minute” designated “C/M”. Relative rates of
cost offered were then C5/M for the 360, Cl 1/M for the
B3500 with restricted core, C12/M for the B3500 with
greater core storage. I point out here that the 360 rate was
TABLE 1: Hardwareit
Manufacturer:
Computer:
Core Memory size:
access time:
Disk Storage type:
total volume:
av. access:
Control Program:
Tape Units (9 tr.):
density:
speed:
Line Printer:
speed:
Card Reader:
speed:
Operator Console:

IBM
360/25
32KB
900x2 ns
removable
2x2311
15MB
75ms
DOS rel.23
4x2415
800 bpi
36KC
1403
600 1pm
2501
600 cpm
1052

Burroughs
B3501
70KB
1 ps
fixed
2xB9372
10MB
20ms
MCP ver.3
B9381-4
800 bpi
36KC
B9243
1100 1pm
B9112
1400 cpm
B9340
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provided by user reselling, not that offered by the
manufacturer; draw your own conclusions on how these
might have varied. Computed costs of 145 carrots for the
360, and of 143 carrots for the B3500 in batch mode are
virtually the same. However, the Burroughs MCP provides
effortless multiprogramming, and COBOL compilation
ongoing with the user programs made a logical “mix”. Clear
gain is shown with larger core (allowing multiprogramming)
on the B3500, with a saving of 25 carrots in this case. This
too could be improved since the last two minutes was
printing from back-up only. This printing could well be
overlapped with further processing, reducing costs to 96
carrots, or about two thirds. Relative cost indices for
equivalence are then approximately C5 :C11 :C16.

Pure costs,
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naturally,

will

never

be

the
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CONCLUSIONS
Now clearly evident is the impossibility of utterly
identical processing on two different machines. But not so
discrepant to avoid careful comparison. Considerable detail
is supplied in the results for the critical observer. It should
be born in mind that the programmes were organised and
processed in a way considered to be highly efficient in their
original environment. Conversion was kept as simple and
“equivalent” as possible; consistency was maintained in
such as internal buffers and external storage blocking
factors. While small 360s have developed best as serial batch
processors, Burroughs have attempted more to exploit
direct access concepts. Serious assessment of these claims
could only be attempted as part of a large scale economic
investment.
To make comparisons, a complexity of factors must be
assimilated. Just described was a specific example. We had
also to take into account education, machine back-up,retraining, shift times, upgrading, rates of costs, security, as
well as our internal factors of expansion, stability,
conversion, philosophical and empirical trends, not to
mention the more political intrigues, public relations,
business ethics and customer attitudes. Without going into
these factors, our actual decision is irrelevant here. Any
firm will have its own specific environment to contend
with.
Any possible generalisations from this study can not be
broadly stated; except one. Such an evaluation must be
made and it must be specific. A careful balance between
expediency and completeness must be sought. The lesson
has surely been learned that neither computers nor their
associated services can be bought on speculation or a
comparison of glossy pamphlets. With the last years in
retrospect, a potential consumer could scarcely be blamed
for thinking he hears a hollow ring in the resounding
promises, echoing around the empty computer room.
Let the salesman co-operate in the development of some
sample processing so realistic and so tangible, that all
involved can stand around and watch the running of it, with
admiring words and private verification on our own
watches. Or let him catch cold on the doorstep.

IFIP Second World Conference
Preparations for the 2nd World Conference on
Computer Education, sponsored by the International
Federation for Information Processing, are now well
advanced. The Conference will be held in Marseilles
from 1 to 5 September, 1975.
Over 700 papers have been submitted, and 23
international specialists will be presenting invited
papers.
The Conference will be a working conference, with
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a large number of panels and round table discussion
groups on advanced topics and recent results.
The Preliminary Programme and Registration
Form can be obtained from The Secretary,
Basser Department of Computer Science,
University of Sydney,
N.S.W. 2006.
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A Real-time Three-dimensional
Graphics Display
By A. H. Sale* and A. G. Bromley ''

The visible surface problem for three dimensional objects is examined from a global point of view in
which planar surfaces derived from convex three dimensional objects are regarded as the natural
display elements. By retaining global information on surface and object relationships it is possible to
considerably simplify the resolution of visible surfaces for a large class of realistic objects.
Implementation of this approach suggests a display in which surfaces written to the display device can
overlay and obscure previous picture information in the manner of oil painting. A display system is
proposed in which this is implemented by a large buffer memory which holds a complete point-by
point description of the picture in low cost MOS shift-registers. By combining new data to be entered
into the memory in a variety of ways with the data already present, it is possible to considerably
enhance the display’s capabilities. The buffer memory also allows an easy match of the display system
to conventional (TV) video equipment.
KEY WORDS AND PHRASES
real-time display, real-time graphics, three-dimensional graphics, visible surface problem, picture
processing, picture buffer memory, display buffer, MOS memory, TV display, TV video.
CR CATEGORIES
3.80, 6.22, 6.34, 6.35.

1. INTRODUCTION

The display of reasonably realistic representations of"
three dimensional objects and scenes has been the subject
of considerable interest in recent years. Much work in this
area has been dominated by consideration of the so-called
visible-surface problem: the determination of which
surfaces of an object are wholly visible, completely
invisible, or partially visible; and the partitioning of surfaces
in the last class so that the components fall into either of
the first two categories. Several algorithms are known
which have been successfully applied to static pictures
(Romney 1970, Warnock 1969); the problem is now in
finding methods which are sufficiently time-efficient to
permit real-time display of realistic moving objects. The
most successful work in this direction to date has been at
the University of Utah (Watkins 1970). A number of othlr
problems are now also assuming considerable importance.
The best current visible-surface algorithms are limited'to
planar surfaces: generally triangles and quadrilaterals.
However curved surfaces are rather frequent in real life
objects - aircraft structures are a common example in the
literature. The usual approach in such cases is to
approximate each curved surface by a number of small
planar fragments so that efficient visible surface algorithms
can be applied. The resulting displays appear quite
unrealistic. There have been some attempts to represent
curved surfaces by fragments of higher order surfaces than
planes (Jones 1971, Woon 1970), but the success of these
ventures has fallen well short of that necessary for use in a
real-time display.
Gouraud (1971) has demonstrated that the appearance
of curved objects can be markedly improved if the surface
is approximated by planar fragments which are not shaded
uniformly but rather by a linear interpolation of the
average visual intensity at the vertices of the fragments.
This removes discontinuities in the visual intensity between
the approximating planar fragments. Although there are
* Department of Information Science, University of Tasmania,
received 3rd July 1974.
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discontinuities in the derivative, the visual effect of these is
minor. The success of Gouraud’s work is such that shading
should be considered an essential facility in any new display
system.
Another simplification commonly made is to assume
that the surfaces are matt diffusers illuminated from the
eye-point of the observer. This considerably simplifies the
display problems by eliminating specular reflections of one
surface in another, shadows, and the additive effects of
many light sources. However the displayed objects .as a
consequence appear rather dead and metallic. Some work
has been done towards removing these limitations
(Bouknight and Kelly 1970) but the added complexities are
not yet commonly regarded as justified. Similarly
contributions to luminous flux on a surface due to diffuse
reflections from other surfaces are also ignored. The effects
on monochrome representations are minor but the resulting
colour shifts can be quite noticeable.
In addition to these' visual simplifications certain
physical simplifications are commonly made. Deformable
objects (balloons, cloth), interpenetrating objects (knife
into butter) and refractive problems (lenses, prisms), are
excluded. However assemblages of objects, such as a flight of
aircraft, or a nut on a bolt, are allowed. Many of these are
best considered as problems in the assembly of objects and
scenes rather than as problems of .display.
The work described in this paper is based on two
additional convictions of the authors:
'
(i) that previously proposed methods of displaying
moving objects did not take enough account of
readily recognisable geometric and topological
relations between surfaces, and
(ii) that there seemed to be considerable value in a
single memory to hold a bit-by-bit representation
of a picture as it is generated, both to allow
manipulation of the picture as it is generated, and
to ease problems of interfacing to a vajiety of

f Basser Department of Computer Science, University of Sydney. Manuscript
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Figure 1 Circumstances in which two surfaces are positioned such
that neither can ever obscure part of the other.

displays including conventional (TV) video
equipment.
These ideas are developed more fully in the following
sections, leading to a design for a proposed real-time
display.
2. GLOBAL ASPECTS OF PICTURE PROCESSING
Consider the problem of displaying a cube described by
its six bounding surfaces (planar quadrilaterals). At least
three of these surfaces are invisible at any one time as they
face away from the observer, and a maximum of five of the
surfaces may be invisible for this reason. Such surfaces can
be eliminated from consideration immediately if each
surface has a definite ‘face’ possibly indicated by labelling
the vertices always in a counterclockwise sense when the
surface is viewed from the outside (Gouraud 1971). Such a
simplification is not possible if apparently hollow objects
are allowed so that a surface may be seen from the inside.
This possibility is eliminated by our restriction to the solid
objects as all real objects have a finite thickness: the inner
and outer surfaces are distinct.
This mechanism is the only one by which a surface of an
isolated cube can be made invisible. There is a strict
non-interference of faces of a cube-so that no surface can
ever obscure part of another. This is a powerful notion and
can clearly be generalized to all convex objects. For
non-convex objects two surfaces can never obscure part of
each other if, when viewed from the direction of the
common ‘face’ of both, they lie on opposite sides of the

Figure 2 The outer surfaces of
the cube may obscure the
inner surfaces of the hole but
not conversely.
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Figure 3 A pair of surfaces
either of which may obscure
part of the other depending on
the view point.

line of intersection of the planes of the surfaces. Figure 1
illustrates this.
A more limited form of non-interference is shown in
Figure 2. The outer surfaces of a cube can obscure the inner
surfaces of a hole through the cube but not conversely. A
similar situation occurs with many re-entrant objects. (See
Figure 8.)
These observations suggest that for any object or set of
objects it is possible, for a given viewpoint, to do a ‘depth
sort’ of the visible surfaces to rank them so that any surface
which obscures part of another appears after it in the
ranking. If this is so it is possible to display the surfaces in
the ranked order to give a correct rendition of the scene,
provided later surfaces obscure or overlay earlier ones in the
manner of (say) oil painting. This-overlay idea is the central
concept of the display to be described. An underlay type of
display is also possible if the surfaces are displayed in a
reverse ranked order.
The noft-interference relations described above are of
considerable aid in carrying out a depth sort of visible
surfaces. However Figure 3 demonstrates an object in which
either of two surfaces may obscure part of the other
depending on the viewpoint. There is no non-interference
relation, independent of the viewpoint, of the type
described above. The depth sort may also be relatively
inefficient as the set of visible surfaces is only partially
ordered; two surfaces may appear disjoint and their depth
relation can then only be determined by examining any
surfaces which overlay one but underlay the other.

Figure 4 No unique depth
ranking of the surfaces, A,B,C
is possible unless one of the
surfaces is partitioned.

Figure 5 A unique depth
ranking may not be possible
unless a restriction is made to
convex planar surfaces.

The overlay approach may breakdown completely in
some circumstances. Each of the three surfaces in Figure 4
obscures part of another in a cyclic manner so that no
unique depth ranking is possible. This problem can only be
resolved by partitioning one of the surfaces involved, but
this is scarcely a task for the display itself. Fortunately such
situations are exceedingly rare in practice. A more common
problem can arise with re-entrant surfaces as shown in
Figure 5. This particular difficulty is easily resolved by
restricting object descriptions to convex planar surfaces
only.
These ideas can be extended to an assembly of objects in
a fairly direct manner. Consider the problem of displaying a
pair of cubes as in Figure 6.
If none of the techniques described above are used 66
comparisons of pairs of surfaces are necessary during the
display process. By eliminating invisible rear surfaces this is
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975
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Figure 6 A pair of cubes
illustrating a number of
techniques for the display of
an assemblage of objects.

Figure 7 An example of the
use of linear separation by
abutment planes in resolving
complex objects.

reduced to 15. Eliminating the comparison of
non-interfering surfaces of each separate cube reduces this
to 9.
If now we note that the cubes are
non-interpenetrating (since each is solid) the first pair of
overlapping surfaces on different cubes yields all necessary
information; one cube is displayed before the other, and
the 9 comparisons are necessary only if the cubes are
completely visually disjoint. A further reduction may be
had if the surfaces against which the line joining the centres
of the cubes is projected are compared first. This heuristic
will resolve overlapping cubes in an average of about 2
comparisons, although the worst case (for visually disjoint
cubes) still require 9 comparisons. These techniques yield
about an order of magnitude work improvement in the
display of two cubes and can be generalised to other pairs
of convex objects with similar gains.
An even simpler method for resolving the visual
relationship of two non-interpenetrating convex objects
exists. In any configuration there exists at least one plane
which linearly separates the two objects; one object lies
entirely on one side of the plane whilst the second lies
entirely on the other side. Indeed if the objects are
bounded by planar surfaces at least one surface of one
object will be such a plane. The object on the same side of
the plane as the observer can only be disjoint from or
overlap the other. If the observer is on the plane the objects
are visually disjoint. An examination of the ‘face’ of a
single plane can therefore resolve the depth relations of
any two convex objects. Unfortunately the plane changes as
the objects move relative to one another; but this problem
may possess a simple solution at the assembly stage of the
display process when the dynamics of the system are
known.
An important special case arises with objects formed
from convex objects permanently abutted, such as the
components of the letter F in Figure 7. The surface A of
block 3 serves to define the visual relation of block 3 to
blocks 1 and 2, while surface B (or indeed C) defines the
relation of blocks 1 and 2. An examination of the ‘face’ of
A and B is sufficient to completely determine the order for
display of surfaces of this object. Excellent examples of the
use of this technique can be found in the display of aircraft
structures; natural linear separations exist between the
fuselage and the tail, tailplane, wings, canopy, etc. The
structure in Figure 8 is resolved upon the examination of
just two planes. One plane between the wing and the engine
indicates whether the wing and engine support can overlap
the engine itself, or vice versa. The ‘face’ of the plane of the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

engine support indicates the sequence for drawing the two
halves of the wing and the engine support; either a, b, c or
c, b, a in the figure. The concave curve of intersection of
the wing and the engine support thus poses no problems.
The air intake also poses no problem, the surfaces are
always displayed in the sequence a, b, c shown, excluding
rear facing surfaces of course.
More difficult problems exist, particularly when an
object enters a cavity in another, for example the rod and
washer in Figure 9. One method which can be used in such
cases is to divide the concave object into a number of small
convex parts. A more efficient approach would be to
dissect the concave object at the tangent points to the line
of observation as shown X - Y, but this is scarcely a
function for the display process. At worst a surface by
surface examination of the objects will suffice.

Figure 8 An application of the method of planar separation to a
realistic combination of concave and convex objects.

The discussion above demonstrates the advantages for a
high speed display of treating surfaces as natural elements
for the description of objects.and of preserving a substantial
amount of information about objects and their
relationships. Although this approach assigns considerable
responsibility to the display user to generate, maintain, and
utilise such global information the authors believe that a
substantial improvement in the performance of high speed
graphics systems can result. Other authors have described
methods by which global concepts can be effectively
applied to a number of other graphic tasks (Jones 1971,
Matsushita 1972).

:

>

Figure 9 Difficulties can arise in the display of objects with cavities
into which other objects may penetrate.
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3. A PICTURE BUFFERED DISPLAY
The preceding discussion indicates the need for a display
whose natural data type is shaded planar surfaces: triangles
and possibly quadrilaterals.
An early decision was made that the display device itself
should be a conventional video monitor. This has a number
of advantages: development costs are zero; the units are low
cost making it feasible to carry spares and provide slave
displays; colour displays are readily available; and standard
recorders, mixers, and editing devices are readily available.
However the devices are of relatively low precision and
picture quality.
A significant feature of video is that the display is raster
scanned. Although this is an efficient method for shading
extended areas it does not seem effective to generate
directly in this one dimensional form picture elements
which are naturally described in two and three dimensions.
Although displays have been designed to use this approach
(Watkins 1970) they are hampered by the high data rate in
a TV picture scan and by catastrophic breakdown of display
capability beyond a modest picture complexity.
A natural solution to this difficulty is to provide a buffer
memory to hold a bit-by-bit representation of the picture
(Newell, Newell and Sancha 1972). The display can
generate and manipulate picture elements in this memory in
any manner suited to its operations whilst the output for
the monitor can be extracted from the memory in any
desired format. A random access memory is both too slow
and too expensive for this purpose. A MOS shift register
memory is however much cheaper, and although the
possible modes of access to picture information are
restricted, the possibility of high simultaneity confers many
advantages on the display. This apparently primitive
solution was therefore adopted.
Consider the picture memory to be composed of a
rectangular array of points, making up a picture. At each
point some 10-15 bits of intensity and colour information
may be needed. Imagine then that for each vertical column
of points we provide a set of 10-15 MOS shift registers so
that the total information regarding one point of the
picture is available at any one instant at the ends of the
shift registers. Imagine further that we replicate this
assembly for every column of points in the picture (so that
the information corresponding to all points in a single
horizontal row is simultaneously accessible). If all these
registers are circulated in synchronism at approximately the
TV line scan rate of 15.625 kHz*, then during one cycle all
points of the picture will have been made available for
modification, and consequently it should be possible to
enter at least one picture element (shaded planar surface)
approximately every 64 psec. This complete memory is
referred to as the picture ‘barrel’, a name which evokes a
fairly accurate image of its operation.
Although it is not necessary to constrain the rotation of
the picture barrel to TV scan rates during the picture
generation let us suppose that this is so in order to develop
performance measures for the display. 512 lines of picture
is reasonable after allowance is made for the frame fly back
time. 512 points per line would utilise 60-70% of the width
of the TV screen and provide a square picture in the best
resolved part of the screen. Points in the picture are thus
scanned at 10-12 MHz during the active part of the line scan
or at an average rate of 8 MHz after allowance for line scan
* All video data refer to the Australian 625 line PAL standard.
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flyback. If picture elements are to be entered into the
memory at line scan rates (64 jusec each) the MOS shift
registeres must attain a shift rate of 8-12 MHz and the
display generator is constrained to update each complete
horizontal line of a picture within 80-120 nsec. This is just
possible for linearly shaded planar surfaces with current
(ECL) technology. With this display it appears practical to
generate pictures with perhaps 500 visible surfaces at a
repetition rate of 15-20 frames per sec. It is interesting to
remark that the maximum data input rate to the picture
memory (for example when blanking the screen) is near
100,000 megabits/sec.
It is necessary to decouple the display of the contents of
the memory from the generation of the picture since
writing one picture element into the memory may overlay
previous picture information. Thus the picture information
in the memory is appropriate for display only when the
generation of the picture is complete, and it is necessary to
interleave periods when the picture is generated with
periods when it is displayed. The actual display must take a
complete frame time but need not be synchronised to
conventional frame boundaries. Consequently as the picture
complexity increases the display frame rate decreases so
there is a gradual deterioration of the display. For very
complex pictures the intensity flicker caused by the
blanking of the display would become a problem but could
be removed by a video disc or similar buffer between the
picture memory and the display monitor.
There are several significant practical advantages in this
decoupling of the generation and display of pictures.
During picture generation the shift rate of the MOS
registers may be reduced to ease speed constraints on the
picture element generation hardware. The barrel may even
be stopped completely for brief periods to allow a
synchronous set-up of the picture generation hardware and
thus make possible a higher overall generation rate. While
displaying the picture the barrel need only rotate at frame
rates rather than line scan rates. This would reduce the duty
cycle of the MOS registers and yield significant advantages
in power consumption, heat dissipation and reliability of
the picture memory.
4. PICTURE PROCESSING IN A BARREL MEMORY
Each vertical line of the picture is represented in the
barrel memory by a number of MOS shift registers, one for
each bit of information at every point in the picture, as
indicated in Figure 10. The input logic normally serves to
recirculate the contents of each line of the picture.
However new information can be added from the picture
generation hardware to modify or replace the current
information at any points. The power of the display is in
large part a function of the characteristics of the input
logic.
Two constraints must be observed in the design of the
input logic. Since the input logic must be replicated for
each vertical line of the picture, approximately 512 times,
it must be as simple and economical as possible. The rate at
which a picture can be generated is a direct function of the
shift rate of the barrel registers, 8-12 MHz being necessary
to generate a picture element within a video line scan time
of 64 psec. The delay in the input logic can therefore be no
more than 80-120 nsec less the set up time of the MOS shift
registers. These conflicting requirements pose severe design
constraints.
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975
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only be attempted for triangular areas as there is no
guarantee that the vertices of more complex areas are
coplanar in intensity space.
The input logic for each vertical line that is covered b'y
the triangle is preset with the intensity computed along the
first horizontal line to intersect the triangle. The line
generator logic is used for this purpose as the intensity is a
linear function of the horizontal coordinate. As the barrel
rotates each line updates the current intensity using the
intensity gradient in the vertical direction. The control lines
are activated for all points within the triangle using the
mechanism described for uniformly shaded areas but the
current interpolated intensity for that line is inserted in the
memory. Linear shading is slower than uniform shading
because of the time required to preset the intensity in each
line input logic.
Picture Masking

Figure 10 One vertical line of the picture as stored in the barrel.

An effective device for making the barrel a more
powerful picture processor is to add a single extra plane
(one bit for each point in the picture) and contriving that
no new picture information is entered at any point if the
corresponding mask bit is set. If the mask bit is
automatically set whenever picture information is added at
a point we can generate pictures by underlaying; entering
the nearest surface first and then adding those partially
obscured by it. Alternatively photomontages or inset
enlargements of portions of a picture can be made by
masking all but a portion of the memory at a time so any
picture elements extending beyond the unmasked area are
clipped.

Uniformly Shaded Areas

Direct Depth Discrimination

Uniformly shaded areas are a basic picture element for
the display of three dimensional objects as well as
animation board graphics, etc. Suppose we wish to display a
triangle. A horizontal section of this in the picture space is
a single line segment. The coordinates of the end points of
this line segment are interpolated by line generators to the
resolution accuracy of the display raster from the
coordinates 'of the verticles of the triangle. The end#
coordinates are applied to a fast ECL carry look ahead'
network' which generates a control signal output to all’
vertical lines within the line segment intercept of the’
triangle. The input logic, which normally simply
recirculates the line contents, gates instead the constant
intensity and colour information for the triangle into the
selected lines. Any previous picture information is thus
overlayed or by the newly entered information. Details of
the logic for this and other functions described in this
section are discussed elsewhere (Bromley 1973).
This type of area generator could be generalised to any
convex surfaces without changing the input logic to each
recirculating vertical picture line. However there seems little
value in generating polygons other than triangles and
quadrilaterals. It may be possible to display areas with
non-linear bounding curves by adding higher order
differences in the line generators. However this approach
has not been explored in depth.

Direct depth discrimination of surfaces is possible if
sufficient planes are added to the barrel to maintain the
depth coordinate at each point in the picture of the
currently visible surface. As each surface is entered into the
picture its visual depth coordinate is generated using the
same mechanism as linear intensity shading. If the depth
coordinate at any point is less than that of the currently
visible surface at that point the new depth coordinate is
entered and the picture is updated.
Although this technique can correctly handle any
combination of inter-twined and intersecting surfaces it is
probably too expensive for most applications. The cost of
the barrel is doubled or more by the addition of new
memory planes and complication of the input logic.
Filters

The effect of a transmission filter lying across part of a
picture is quite easily introduced. The control lines are
activated for those parts of the picture covered by the
filter. The input logic for those lines take the present
intensity and colour information for that point of the
picture and, using the characteristics of the filter, computes
the new intensity and colour information for entry into the
barrel. Although this is not complex the hardware cost is
probably justified only in rare cases.
5. CONCLUSION

Linearly Shaded Areas

To smoothly shade a three dimensional object in the
manner discussed by Gouraud it is necessary to linearly
interpolate the intensity of an interior point- of an area
from the presumed intensities at the vertices. This should
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

It is apparent that significant performance advantages
are made possible by adopting a global approach to picture
processing in which shaded planar surfaces and convex
three dimensional solids are regarded as the basic picture
element.
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Based on these ideas a design for a proposed graphics
display has been described which has shaded areas as the
basic picture element. This device is capable of a
comparable picture quality but higher display speed than
existing three dimentional displays. It has the considerable
advantage that the display of complex pictures results in
only a gradual degradation in the picture quality (intensity
and movement flicker); thus much more complex pictures
can be displayed in real time than is at present possible. The
ability to mask and otherwise manipulate portions of a
picture during the generation process adds a significant new
display capability.
The present (1973) cost of the picture memory is
around $ A3,000 for each plane of the barrel. Allowing 20%
above the memory cost for the barrel input logic, the barrel
of a system with 6 bits of intensity, 4 bits each of two
chrominance signals at half resolution, and one mask bit per
point of the picture would be around $A40,000. On this
basis the cost to build a complete display processor would
be around $A60,000. This appears competitive with
existing three dimensional display systems.
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A Computer Implementation
of Actuarial Notation
*

By S. Somogyi and A. Brown

*

This paper is a case study of an attempt to implement Actuarial Notation as an extension of the PL/I
programming language. Recently an Actuarial publication language was proposed which may be
suitable for direct use as computer input but is not suitable for direct use in a computer program
without modification. It is feasible to transform this publication language by a system of rules into a
form acceptable to a compiler. The paper discusses the practical difficulties encountered in the
implementation of a programming system based upon the transformed Notation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Much discussion and attention has been focussed within
the Actuarial profession on several proposals to revise the
existing International Actuarial Notation. The aims of the
proposals have been directed within two streams of
thought. The first is the simplification of the type-setting
problem involved in actuarial publications. The
fundamental difficulty with the existing Notation is that its
halo of subscripts and superscripts leads to intricate and
time-consuming effort when typing and printing actuarial
expressions.
The second stream is concerned with the programming
of actuarial expressions. It is quite obvious that a Notation
with such a halo of subscripts and superscripts is not
compatible with most computer input and output devices.
The need for a standard Actuarial Notation which is
suitable for adaptation to computers had been widely
recognised, as computers are being used on an increasing
scale for actuarial calculations. The Actuarial profession is
certainly not the first to recognise this problem.
Crystallographers and engineers for example long ago had
to invent a separate computer language for use by their
professions.
We do not attempt to argue the case for a revised
Notation for this has been previously carried out in the'
literature (see references). It is, however, interesting to note’
that many established actuaries argue against revision of tHe
existing Notation by assuming a rapid development of
peripheral equipment to the stage where the existing
Notation becomes acceptable as input and output. We do
not share their optimism.
The major aims of this paper are:(i)
to describe our attempt to implement a version of
an Actuarial Notation as an extension of the PL/I
programming language,
(ii) to expose the difficulties encountered due to the
Notation and the programming language, and
(iii) to bring to the attention of the Computing
profession the attempts of the actuaries to revise their
Notation to simplify communications with computers.
To date discussion of this problem has been confined
within actuarial circles.
2.

EXISTING ACTUARIAL NOTATION

In order to understand the background against which the
proposals for revision are made, it is necessary to describe*

the existing Notation. We do not pretend to be able to fully
describe the existing Notation used in Actuarial science in a
few lines. Nevertheless, we present in Table 1 a few simple
formulae as examples of the types of basic calculations that
do arise.
It can be seen from Table 1 that even the formulae for
basic calculations become complex to the reader
unaccustomed to the Notation. An illustration of more
complicated formulae can be seen when we try to express,
for example, the present value at 6% p.a. of an annuity of 1
p.a. purchased on the life of a person now aged 20, with
payments deferred for 5 years and then payable quarterly
in arrear:

6% (4) _

5la20

6%d

“ 6%n

25

u20

I

6%„

“25

8 1

The general structure of a typical function in the
existing Notation is given in Figure 1.
T ia(kj
n |s-n-x x
Figure 1. A typical function in the existing International Actuarial
Notation.

It consists of the basic function name (in this case an
annuity, a), and five subscript's and superscripts:
(i)
The first (x) in the lower right-hand corner
indicates the person’s present age, and if necessary the
order of succession of events.
(ii) The second (n\s-n-x) in the lower left-hand corner
indicates the duration' of operation (s-n-x) and any
deferment period (n|).
,2
(iii) The third ( (k)) in the upper right-hand corner
indicates the frequency of payments.
(iv) The fourth (/) in the upper left-hand corner nearer
the function name indicates the annual rate of interest.
(v) The fifth (T) in the upper left-hand corner further
from the function name indicates the mortality or other
basis.
Despite this standard format local dialects exist. There
are even variations from actuary to actuary.
It can be seen that the uninitiated will quickly shrink
back, whereas the highly trained will resist a change to the
unfamiliar. It is also quite obvious that presenting) such

*0perations Research Department, National Mutual Life Association of Australasia Ltd, 447 Collins Street, Melbourne. Manuscript received 16th
August 1974
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TABLE 1. Examples of simple formulae expressed in the existing
International Actuarial Notation.
Formula
1.

Function Description

Present value of 1 re i = annual rate
of interest
ceived a year hence,
i.e. the amount to be
invested now which
would amount to 1 in
a year’s time if accum
ulated at rate i per
annum

1
v= f+/

2. d = vi

Rate of discount

3-

Probability of living
to age x + 1 for a
person now aged x

W

lx

4- D

X

5- N = s D
x t=0 x 1

Commutation
function

6-

Present value of an
immediate annuity of
1 p.a., i.e. 1 payable
at the beginning of
each year for n years
so long as the person
now aged x is alive.

..

n“x ~

/. = number
x
of lives
aged x in
mortality
table used

Commutation
function

=vxl
X

Notes

Nx~Nx+n

^x

7-,A=1 ~dndx

flx

Present value of an
endowment assurance
of 1, i.e. payment of
1 upon death within
the next n years or if
alive in n years time
for a person now aged

CO

x.
Annual premium for
an endowment
assurance of 1.

functions to a compiler would be very costly in compilation
effort and time.
3. PROPOSALS FOR A REVISION OF THE
ACTUARIAL NOTATION
The original suggestion for a revision of the existing
Actuarial Notation was contained in a paper presented to
the 18th International Congress of Actuaries (Boehm and
Reichel, 1968). A Committee convened by Boehm then
made some recommendations on the revision of the
Notation to the 19th International Congress of Actuaries in
Oslo (Adam et al., 1972). A report to the Institute of
Actuaries of Australia and New Zealand (General Functions
Sub-committee report, 1971) used virtually the same
approach to the problem. Both of these proposals have
twofold aims: —
(i)
to retain some compatibility with the existing
Notation so that textbooks will not have to be changed
radically and
(ii) to design a new Notation suitable for typing.
The publication language as proposed to the Oslo
Congress basically unrolls the halo around the function
22

name and forms a linear expression. In this way the annuity
function of Figure 1 would become:a(x,n:s, k, i, T)
. This Notation is very suitable for typing but several
difficulties are apparent when it comes to implementation
in computer programs: —
(i)
The use of lower case letters (this was recognised
by the committee members). The difficulties are
increased because the corresponding upper case letters
are also used within the Notation. Referring to Table 1
we see that
(a) a represents the value of an annuity
A represents the value of an assurance
(b) d represents the rate of discount
D represents a commutation function
(c) n represents a term of years
N represents a commutation function
If the lower case letters were altered directly to upper
case letters no compiler could possibly distinguish all the
differences intended. The committee’s present proposal
is to attach the letter' P (from the French ‘petit’)
wherever necessary, so that V is transformed into ‘AP’
etc.
(ii) The use of the letter ‘s’ to signify the attained age
wherever it replaces the letter V as a term in years. For
example it is proposed that q(x,n) denote the
probability that a person aged x dies within n years but
that q(x,s) denote the probability that a person aged x
dies before reaching the age s, i.e. he dies within (s-x)
years. It is likely that a compiler would have difficulty in
discerning this difference in meaning.
(iii) The use of punctuation symbols
and ‘:’ in the
argument list of a function is not allowed within PL/I
programs. This is by far the most serious fault in the
proposed Notation from the programming point of view.
Close attention to punctuation is necessary as
demonstrated by the following examples:(a) A(x;y) denotes the value of the payment of 1
on the first death of two people agedx andy,
(b) A(x:y) denotes the value of the payment of 1
upon the last death of two people aged x and
yWe believe it would be improper to ignore the earnest
efforts of others and once again invent the wheel. The
proposal of the committee to the Oslo Congress was
extremely helpful in its comprehensive coverage of useful
functions, and it thus provides a wide base on which to
erect a programming structure. However the aim of the
committee was to obtain a Notation suitable for
publication, rather than for use in computer programs. It is
not suitable for use within computer programs without
further assistance.
4. TURVEY’S NOTATION RULES
One practical solution is to transform the publication
Notation into a form suitable for computer usage by a
system of rules. Function names can be constructed in a
systematic manner which is quite transparent if the rules
are kept simple.
This transformation has not been implemented at this
stage although it would be feasible to do so. It will become
economic to perform this transformation only when
agreement has been reached upon a standard publication
language. Boehm’s committee has been asked to further
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. I, March, 1975
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consider the problem and to submit another proposal for
the revision of the existing Notation to the next
International Congress of Actuaries in Tokyo in 1976.
Turvey’s Notation rules (Turvey, 1972) are more
practical to implement, but the range of functions covered
is restricted. The approach consists of expressions, as
before, in the form: —
function name (arguments)
However the function name is in two parts. First there is
an identification code, e.g. A for assurance, AP for annuity.
This is essentially consistent with the Boehm committee’s
proposals and with the existing Notation. In order to
overcome the weakness of the committee’s proposal where
punctuation symbols are used within the argument list to
indicate certain conditions, Turvey includes in the second
half of the function name a series of indicator codes to
specify these same conditions. This overcomes the
complexity of the argument list required by the
committee’s proposal, but it makes the function name
longer. This is Turvey’s fundamental diversion from the
existing Notation. A similar, though even more restricted,
approach may be found in Jamieson’s ACT programming
language (Jamieson, 1972).
It would be possible to define Turvey’s Notation as a
basis and extend it as required along the lines of the Boehm
committee’s proposal. We take as our starting point a
computer program prepared in a Notation based on Turvey,
and we concentrate hereafter upon the implementation
problems which have to be overcome if worthwhile output
is to be obtained. An illustration of the three Actuarial
Notations discussed in this paper is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Some examples of the three Actuarial
Notations discussed in the text. These are the existing
International Actuarial Notation, the proposed revision by Boehm’s
committee and the implemented Computer Notation based on
Turvey’s Notation rules.
Existing
International
Actuarial
Notation

x

nPx

Proposed
International
Actuarial
Notation

Computer
Notation

A(x)

A{X)

Whole life
assurance. The
present value of
1 (the sum
assured) payable
on the death of
a person now
aged x.

at(x,n)

A TN(X.NP)

Temporary
annuity due. The
present value of 1
payable at the
beginning of
each year for n
years so long as
the person now
aged x sur
vives.

PAE(x,n)

PAE(X.NP)

Premium for an
endowment assur
ance. The annual
premium required
for the purchase
of an endowment
assurance policy,
i.e. the payment
of 1 (the sum
assured) either
on death within
n years or on
surviving n
years for a per
son now aged x.

at(,n)

A T<pN(NP)

Annuity certain.
The present value
of the payment
of 1 at the be
ginning of each
year for n
years.

at{x:y:z;l:)

A T3K(X,Y,Z)

Survivorship
annuity. The pres
ent value of the
payment of 1 at
the beginning of
each year until
the last survivor
of three people
now aged x, y
and z dies.

5. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NOTATION

The implementation language is PL/I on an IBM System
/370. PL/I is a high-level programming language which is
supposed to combine the better features of other high-level
languages. In particular it allows statements to be put in a
form similar to algebraic expressions. The elements of the
implementation are as follows: —
(i)
A load module library (and an equivalent source
module library) containing actuarial functions availablg
for automatic calling by a program. To this stage most of
the basic actuarial functions have been implemente.d.
However, the implementation of the functions and
subroutines can be carried out in an incremental fashion
once the basic design is settled. The library routines are
based on the principle of built-in functions. Thus they
are transparent to the programmer and so they can be
improved or extended without effecting running
programs.
(ii) A disk file containing the required actuarial tables
used for calculations within the functions. These tables
are essential for actuarial calculations. They contain
mortality rates from several different mortality
experiences. They may also contain tables of disability,
sickness or other rates. From these tables the required
commutation columns are generated.
(iii) A library of standard source code from which the
compiler includes members into the program during the
preprocessor phase. This facility is used to include
declarations of commonly used variables such as X
which denotes the age, NP the term in years, INT the
global interest rate and MORTNO the global table
reference number. These global values are used as
defaults for function references where these arguments
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975
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are omitted. Global values may be assigned by the
programmer.
Other code included from this library is some
initialization code so that the pointers to the generated
actuarial tables are arranged correctly. The included
source code enables some standard housekeeping to be
carried out without the need for intervention by the
programmer.
The benefits derived from the construction of the
system, as detailed above, include:
(a) Coding requirements are kept to a minimum.
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(b) Coding follows an agreed, if temporary, standard
Actuarial Notation of specifications which will allow
ease of communication.
(c) Program is self documenting in terms of actuarial
expressions.
(d) Preparation of data for the mortality basis, or
other actuarial tables, is not required (except for
maintenance of the disk file).
(e) Detailed knowledge of actuarial functions is not
required by the programmer.
(f) Built-in actuarial functions are transparent to the
programmer, as is the handling of actuarial tables.
(g) Special actuarial tables can be constructed from
the base tables without particular programming
problems.
(h) The system can be built up in an incremental, or
bootstrap, fashion.
(i) The housekeeping procedure has been written to
allow actuarial calculations to be self-contained
program modules when they are required to be part of
a larger system.
6. IMPLEMENTATION DIFFICULTIES
As with all new systems many teething troubles were
encountered. Most, hopefully, were resolved satisfactorily.
However, some aspects of the implementation caused
particular difficulty. These include: —
(i)
The severe restriction on the programmer’s own
names for variables and labels. This is due to the fact
that the Actuarial Notation uses most letters of the
alphabet, and short combinations of letters. These names
thus become reserve words of the programming language
which may not be used by the programmer for other
purposes.
(ii) The PL/I compiler restricts external names to
seven characters. This means that some of the more
exotic functions with several indicators after the root
function name will need to be renamed for use in this
system. This could lead to inconsistency and some
confusion.
(iii) The actuarial functions and subroutines have been
created in the manner of built-in functions to enable the
benefits of transparency to the programmer and
incremental building of the system to be possible.
However, explicit declarations of functions are required
by the PL/I compiler to ensure that arguments are
passed correctly. The compiler itself handles the
generation of declarations for its own built-in functions.
However, for user functions, the generation of
declarations must be prompted by the programmer. The
declaration of actuarial function arguments ought not be
left to the programmer to perform since this would lose
the benefits of transparency, as well as creating the need
to inform him of all changes to the functions. There are
two possible solutions to this problem: ,
(a) Place the declarations, of all the actuarial
functions and subroutines, within the included
code brought down during the preprocessor phase.
However, when this is done all the declared
routines are linked into the load module by the
linkage editor. This is somewhat wasteful and
costly. It is wasteful in that the programmer uses
only a small number of routines in any one
program. It is costly in that the load module
becomes excessively large. When it is realized that
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perhaps 1000 routines may eventually be in the
actuarial library, this would mean that an
excessively large amount of storage would be
required to run each program.
(b) Generate declarations, for the actuarial
routines used, within the preprocessor phase of the
compiler. It was found that the PL/I preprocessor
can be used to generate code on its own but this
can only be achieved by lengthy and complicated
preprocessor instructions which cause an
unacceptably long compilation time. One way
around this problem is to use another preprocessor
instead of the PL/I preprocessor. The cost of this
can only be justified when the revised Actuarial
Notation is agreed to by the International
Congress. Thus it was decided to perform the
generation task by asking the programmer to
prompt a preprocessor function subprogram by
naming in a separate statement each actuarial
routine used. The PL/I preprocessor then replaces
this statement by the appropriate function
declaration. Obviously there is a need for a more
efficient preprocessor with more power and wider
scope, e.g. preprocessor subroutine subprograms as
well as function subprograms.
(iv) The system uses a disk file of basic mortality table
information for calculation of commutation functions.
Whenever a particular mortality and interest basis is
needed by the program a search is made to see whether
it is resident in main storage. If not then there is a need
to read the basic information from the disk file into
storage and create the interest related commutation
columns, for easy reference by the program. Each of
these tables of commutation columns uses about 2K
bytes of main storage. Therefore if a number of different
bases are required the total storage requirements can
exceed the storage available. This problem has been
overcome by limiting the number of tables stored at any
time during execution of the program. If further tables
are required then the existing tables are removed from
storage on a first in first out basis. This however, can
cause thrashing problems if tables are continually found
to be non-resident. Therefore a break-even point for
space and time utilization has to be found for each
program. This is facilitated by allowing the programmer
to nominate the number of tables he would like to keep
resident during execution of the program. It is possible
even to change this number within different parts of the
program by using a standard function routine. The
default value for the maximum number of tables has
been set at 6. To date few programs have been complex
enough to require a greater number and the amount of
storage used has been bearable.
7. CONCLUSION
We have attempted to describe our implementation of
the Actuarial Notation as an extension of the PL/I
language. We believe that we have been able to build a
programming system which may be used by
non-professional programmers from the Actuarial
profession. This can help to alleviate some of the very dry
work involved in actuarial calculations. It should also
enable a more individualistic approach by actuaries to their
calculations.
Some of the difficulties encountered with both the
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Notation and the programming language have been trivial or
have mainly nuisance value, but one or two basic problems
have been overcome by methods which, while not
altogether satisfactory, were forced upon us by the
environment. Nevertheless, the system has so far proved to
be relatively simple to teach, to implement and to
increment. It has formed a very usable basis to build upon
and has brought some of the benefits of using a computer
closer to the actuary.
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High Quality Image Recording and
Display Using a Small Hybrid Computer
By W. K. Kennedy* andT. M. Peters**
Numerous applications of computer image processing require devices which encode and decode
pictures with very little distortion, in order that the results of the computer processing may be
evaluated without having to take into account the performance characteristics of the image input and
output devices.
A scanner which is capable of digitising an image of up to 1000x1000 picture elements, with a
dynamic range of 30db, is described. To ensure adequate dynamic range in the displayed image, a
facsimile (wire-photo) machine is used. The manner in which such devices may be controlled by a
small hybrid computer is described. A comparison is made between images reproduced using the
facsimile and using conventional techniques of line-printer overprinting.

1. INTRODUCTION
Some of the topics being pursued in the Electrical
Engineering Department at the University of Canterbury
have generated the need for an image processing facility.
Areas in which such a facility has been of use include the
processing of X-ray images (Peters 1974) and computer
generated holography (Gough and Bates 1972). In order to
further this research, an inexpensive image processing
station consisting of an image scanner and facsimile
machine has been interfaced to the Electrical Engineering
Department’s EAI-590 Hybrid Computer.
The main requirement of the system is that it should be
capable of digitising and reproducing images with a high
degree of fidelity. The Hybrid Computer is used because it
is a source of high quality analogue and digital hardware
which would otherwise need to be either assembled from
commercially available units, or constructed specifically for
the task in hand. This computer exercises direct control of
an image scanner to digitise pictures, and a facsimile
recorder to produce permanent records of processed
pictures.
2. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The configuration of the system was dictated mainly by
the facilities already available within the University. The
hybrid computer comprises a medium sized digital machine
(EAI-640) with 16K, 16 bit words of magnetic core
memory and additional disk storage, a small analogue
computer (EAI-580) and a hybrid interface between the
two units. The combination of these three units is known as
the EAI-590 Hybrid computer system. Two-way
communication between the digital and analogue machine
is provided by 4 logic sense lines, 4 logic control lines, 2
interrupt lines, 16 analogue to digital converter (ADC)
channels, and 6 digital to analogue multiplier (DAM)
channels. The output of this latter device is a voltage which
is proportional to the digital input signal multiplied by an
analogue input signal.
Without the hybrid link, the only input/output facilities
available on the digital computer are paper tape, teletype,
and interactive graphics.
3. IMAGE SCANNER
The specifications for the scanner were that it should be

able to digitise transparencies ranging in size from 35mm x
35mm to 100mm x 125mm plates, with a spatial resolution
of at least 1000 x 1000 picture elements (pixels) for the
larger plates and a grey scale range of at least 30db. Flying
spot scanning systems (Ledley et al 1965) and drum
systems (Jessup and Wallace' 1968) were considered, but the
system eventually adopted for maximum flexibility at
minimum cost was a scanning densitometer using a digitally
controlled translation table. Such a system enables absolute
control over the resolution with which the picture is
scanned — a feature not present in a drum scanner. A
simple optical system directs a suitably apertured beam of
light onto the transparency, and the transmitted light is
detected with a selenium photo-electric cell. Driving circuits
for the stepper motor are such that they may be operated
directly from pulses supplied by the computer control lines.
However, appropriate logic circuitry is inserted between the
control lines and the motor controllers to enable manual
operation of the scanner if desired. Micro-switches provide
protection against the stepping motors overdriving the
limits of the imaging area.
The scanner optics and circuitry are shown in Figure 1.
Light from a stabilised DC incandescent light source is
focussed by a condensing lens onto an aperture which is
projected onto the transparency. The size of the sampling
aperture at the transparency may be varied by changing
either the aperture size or the magnification of the optical
system. A microscope objective lens focusses the light
transmitted through the film onto the selenium cell housed
at the upper end of the microscope barrel. The output
current from this cell is fed directly into the summing
junction of one of the operational amplifiers which forms
part of the analogue computer hardware. Gain is provided
by further amplifier and potentiometer circuits, and the
output voltage of the system is transferred to the digital
computer via an ADC channel.
The scanning of the translation table and sampling of the
ADC are controlled exclusively by the digital computer.
Parameters entered by the user determine the size and
resolution of the picture frame to be scanned, and the
positioning of this frame relative to the edges of the
transparency. While the image may be sampled as the table
traverses in both the forward and reverse directions, effects
of mechanical backlash in the system are minimised if the
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picture is sampled only when the table is moving in the
forward direction. Successive samples are stored in
computer memory until the end of a raster line is reached,
at which time the digital record is written onto a disk file.
This system is capable of scanning a picture digitally and
recording the optical density of the image with a repeatable
accuracy of better than 1%. To compensate for
nonlinearities the photodetector is calibrated against a
standard photographic density tablet and appropriate t
weighting factors applied in the digital computer. The /
image is built up on a storage oscilloscope as the scanning '
operation proceeds, to enable its progress to be monitored.
4. FACSIMILE MACHINE
4.1 Facsimile Characteristics

For effective evaluation of the results of computer image
processing experiments the picture display device must have
a wide dynamic range, a well defined relationship between
the density of the image and the numerical values
representing that image, and adequate spatial resolution.
Much ingenuity has been used (McLeod 1970) in adapting a
standard line-printer to fill this role but, because a
line-printer is not specifically designed for this purpose, the
images obtained are only of limited- value. In contrast, a
facsimile machine, commonly known as a wire-photo
machine, is designed for image reproduction and will
typically display a 200mm x 200mm image with a
resolution of 800 x 800 elements, and a continuous grey
scale range of 32db. The picture quality is in fact far
superior to that attainable using a television system.
Many variations of facsimile machines have been
developed, but the bast quality units for picture
reproduction use photographic paper as the recording
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

medium. The paper is wrapped around a drum which
rotates at constant speed. A modulated light source
traverses the length of the drum to build an image as a
spiral on the photographic paper. In the unit (Muirhead
D700S) used here, the drum rotates at 240 r.p.m. giving a
scan rate of 4 lines per second. A full 200mm x 200mm
picture is reproduced in 200 seconds. The film drum is
housed in a light tight cassette, and the light source,
focussing optics, motor drive and electronics are contained
in a light-proof box.
Facsimile machines are generally designed to be driven
via a standard communication channel, usually a telephone
line, and require the specific control and data signals
described in the following paragraphs, in which numerical
values apply to the Muirhead D700S.
All picture information is amplitude modulated on a 2.5
kHz carrier. Picture reproduction begins with 3 seconds of
start tone (300 Hz) which initialises the recorder. During
the next five seconds a series of pulses synchronises the
facsimile machine with the incoming signal and an
automatic attenuator adjusts to the signal level. Throughout
the period of picture transmission which follows, the
demodulated signal is applied to the light source. The
correct drum speed is maintained by feeding the hysteresis
motor with a signal of appropriate frequency derived either
from the internal tuning fork oscillator at 1200 Hz, or from
an external local source. To maintain line synchronisation
the motor supply frequency must be exactly 300 times the
line frequency (1200 Hz for 4 lines per second).
4.2 Computer Control of Facsimile

To adapt the facsimile machine to computer use, either
its internal electronics must be modified, or an interface
supplying amplitude modulated information and control
signals must be provided. With the hybrid computer
available, the interface is readily assembled from standard
computing components as shown in Figure 2. The motor
drive and line interrupt dividers guarantee the frequency
ratio of 300 mentioned above, but so that the standard
computer clocks may be used, the line frequency is 4.167
lines per second and the motor supply is 1250 Hz. The CPU
is synchronised to the line frequency by the generation of a
line interrupt.
For acceptable reproduction the picture aspect ratio is
usually required to be unity. Since the separation of each
scan line is fixed by the mechanics of the facsimile the pixel
interrupt rate must be chosen such that the pixel width is
the same as the line spacing of 0.25mm. To allow for the

Analogue Computer
104 Hz

100 Hz

Clocks

Motor Input • 1250 Hz
Interrupt

DISK

DIGITAL/ANALOGUE

FACSIMILE
MACHINE

Digital Computer

Figure 2 Facsimile Connections
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join in the photographic paper the drum circumference is
216mm of which only 200mm is printed. Thus there must
be 864 pixels per rev, which at 4.167 revs per second is
equivalent to 3600 pixels per second. Division of the 10s
clock by 28 gives a pixel rate of 3575 per second so that
the aspect ratio is in error by only 0.77%.
In addition to the control signals the analogue computer
clocks supply a square wave carrier for the facsimile signal.
This carrier is applied to the analogue input of the
digital-analogue multiplier and is modulated by the digital
input from the CPU.
Transmission is initiated by the CPU which modulates
the carrier signal at 298Hz (an approximate 300 Hz signal)
derived by the software from every twelfth pixel interrupt.
Following a subsequent 5 seconds of phasing and level
setting, data is assembled from disk and printed line by line.
If the number of picture elements to be displayed is less
than the resolution capability of the facsimile machine (and
because of the 640,000 pixels possible this would normally
be the case), interpolation between elements is performed
within the CPU so that a picture of reasonable size is
printed. Because of the time taken to read a line of the
digital image from disk, and the time taken to perform the
interpolation, only 512 of the possible 800 elements per
line are used. Since the normal digital picture record is 128
x 128 elements, this image is easily interpolated to fill the
512x512 element facsimile field.
5. RESULTS
A 35mm transparency (Figure 3a) was digitised into a
record of 128 x 128 pixels using the image scanner. The
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same image formed by the line-printer character overprints
using the method of McLeod (1970) is shown in Figure 3b.
The image is quantised into 21 distinct “grey” levels by
overprinting, although it is debatable how many of these
are discerned as such by the eye. Figure 3c shows the image
reproduced by the facsimile machine. The improved quality
of this image over that from the line printer is readily
apparent.
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Virtual Storage—A Review
By E. E. Jansen

This paper takes a closer look at some of the major aspects of Virtual Storage (or Paging, as it was
originally known). A brief description of the principle of paging is given, followed by a review of a
number of papers, published just prior to the recent advances made through the use of hardware
paging features.
The papers considered present results and opinions based on practical experiences and simulation
models, and were written by leading authors in this field.
There has been considerable publicity for this topic recently by some of the major computer
manufacturers, yet little commentary is available in the technical press. This resulting paper then
presents a guide to those seeking an impartial appraisal of the subject.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 General
Recent developments and publicity on practical aspects
of the use of virtual storage warrant a closer look at its
technique and its real value, as Management of Store is the
most significant item relating to the efficiency of today’s
computers.
In general, apart from single programming systems, most
store management methods can be described as systems
whereby the total available storage is divided into fixed or
dynamically allocated areas (partitions). Each of these is
then given to a program, but more usually to a stream of
programs forming a batch.
Again, one or more of these partitions depending on the
hardware and operating software, could be dedicated to a
specific task e.g. real-time or other on-line activities, such as
communications.
Purely base address relocation methods are also adopted,
enabling programs to be loaded into memory whenever
there is enough room, often causing prohibitive delays in
execution. In addition to costly operating systems’
overhead, a further disadvantage is that usually only one
on-line system can be accommodated.
Most manufacturers have adopted methods as outlined
above. An additional method is that of dividing each .
program into fixed size parts, each fitting exactly into any,,
one of the equally divided main memory and fast backingstore.
This is called “paging” and is the subject of this paper.
Though it can be considered a form of program overlay
technique achieved by hardware, the difference is that the
programmer is relieved of any overlay module creation and
theoretically could develop a program limited in size only
by the relevant computer’s addressing capability. I say,
“theoretically”, since in practice a certain amount of
planning is necessary to make sets of data or executable
coding fall within the fixed size pages, as will be seen
below.
1.2 Virtual Store System
To ensure that readers are clear about the sort of paging
systems with which this paper is concerned, this section is
devoted to a brief description of the principles of a paging
scheme.
By having parts of the program in main store to be run
and overlaid automatically from backing store when

required, the practical limitation to the programmer is the
total amount of main store plus backing store available to
him, sometimes known as the virtual, one-level store
concept, each program address having become a “virtual”
address.
It can now be seen that the “virtual store” is
conceptually made up of program “blocks” of equal size.
The physical store is equally thought of as being divided
into hardware “pages” of the same size. Since any block
can be placed into any page of store, a system of directories
is required to keep track of where blocks have been placed.
Special hardware consults these directories (segment
tables, page tables, etc.) which in turn are maintained by
special software, forming part of the operating system. This
special hardware combines the information contained in the
directories with the “virtual” address and so produces two
values, namely the. base address of the page in which the
required “virtual” address can be found and the “address”
of that location within the page.
As long as addresses are accessed that are within the
same page, the corresponding base address will be used. As
soon as a virtual address outside the current page is
addressed, a hardware interrupt will cause the relevant page
to be located or fetched from backing store if not present
in main store at that stage. It follows therefore that the
page directory search is performed only whenever a page
boundary is crossed, and that blocks can be moved around
as the system sees fit, the directories being amended
appropriately. Additional page status and activity registers
provide the information needed by the operating system to
decide through its “learning algorithm”, which page or
pages to swap in and out of main store in order to make
room for program blocks.
1.3 Implications
It will further be seen that in addition to certain
advantages, e.g. conveniently implemented program
protection on a page basis, special attention had to be given
to some other aspects, such as data transfers taking place
across page boundaries. In particular, this is usually handled
by ensuring that pages so affected are in main memory
before such a transfer can proceed.
A paging scheme was first invented and introduced on
the Ferranti ATLAS Computer in Manchester, England
(Kilburn, Edwards, Lanigan and Sumner). This machine
appeared on the scene in the late fifties and its design

*Computer Sciences of Australia. Manuscript received November 1973.
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principles were perpetuated through the ATLAS II, which
type is still in operation.
Though some later schemes could be regarded as direct
descendants of that on the ATLAS, a number of other
similar schemes have been discussed and implemented —
and are still appearing. The amount of practical experience
of the value of paging is, however, still rather limited with
the result that opinions based on this and on estimates
which have employed both practical and theoretical
methods are naturally divided.
The main concern is that a high proportion of the total
pages of a program may be needed in core store before any
significant amount of useful work can be done, and that if
this is not possible because the core store size is too small
for the number and size of programs it contains, the
resultant page swapping activity which is then made
necessary unduly reduces the overall efficiency.
1.4 Efficiency Criteria
To prevent this reduction of efficiency, much effort has
been given to determining the optimum page size and
considering whether there should be two page sizes or
whether the size should be variable, and whether single
pages or groups of pages should be swapped in and out.
Another important consideration is the design of the
algorithm that determines which pages should be chosen for
swapping.
However, the biggest factor of all affecting the degree of
success of paging is the type of program involved.
Experiences and analyses of paging in a multi-access,
time-sharing environment seem particularly rare and it has
therefore been felt necessary to carry out a review of
studies made and published so far in order to obtain some
quantitative assessment of its value.
2. ADVANTAGES OF PAGING IN GENERAL
The advantages and facilities which can be obtained by
the use of a paging system such as described above would
appear to be as follows.
2.1 One Level Store
If a program refers to a block which is in the backing
store, the system fetches it automatically. Therefore, the
programmer need no longer organise his overlays explicitly,
but can treat main and backing store as a single “one level
store” up to the limit of his addressing range. Programs can
be run which are actually larger than the main store
available.
2.2 Greater Range of Addresses for the Programmer
The programmer is no longer confined to a small range
of contiguous addresses; he can use any address in the
computer’s addressing range. Physical store is allocated only
where a block is actually referenced, so he may use widely
separated addresses (“sparse addressing”).
2.3 Flexibility of Core Store Allocation
The operating system need no longer move whole
programs about en bloc, but can re-arrange the store page
by page. It need not bring in the whole of a program in
order to start it, nor keep it all in the core while it is
running.
2.4 Shared Programs
The page tables can be set up in such a way as to allow
30

one copy of a program to be used simultaneously by
different users operating on different sets of data. (Such a
program must not modify itself, ie. must be “re-entrant” or
“pure”.)
In a similar way a single copy of a subroutine can be
shared between several different programs.
2.5 Protection Levels
Each block of program data can be easily placed by the
system in one of several categories; e.g. a block may be read
but not overwritten. In a multiprocessor environment,
where it may be required to apply more than one processor
to a single program, paging readily permits some areas to be
available to all processors, whilst other working areas are
restricted to a particular processor.
These advantages and facilities are generally applicable,
particularly the first, ie. One Level Store. The efficiency of
this first facility will depend on how it is used and upon the
design of the operating system. ATLAS experience has
shown that it can be very useful and efficient.
The second facility is particularly useful to writers of
compilers, list processing programs and any programs liable
to generate lists of unpredictable length. Similarly, the
fourth facility of “Shared Programs” is particularly valuable
in compilers and other system routines.
3. EXPERIENCES AND ANALYSES OF
PAGING IN GENERAL
The amount of confirmation of the advantages set out in
the previous section is rather limited and that which has
been obtained, either by practical or by theoretical
methods, does not appear to have led to one clear
conclusion. A major worry which quickly emerges is that if
pages are large in size, say over 2048 words, the time to
transfer from backing store (e.g. drum or disc) to main
store is long, and with at least some types of program, only
a few references to that page are made before another is
required.
Conversely, if pages are small, the overheads associated
with deciding which pages to swap out of main store to
allow required pages to be brought in - and in organising
the transfers — become disproportionately large. Page
swapping is naturally reduced the larger the main store, ie.
the more pages a program has in core store the less
frequently it needs reference to a fresh page not yet
brought in. More to the point, there is a reduction in the
need to swap out a page to make room for a fresh page.
Nevertheless, if there is not room to accommodate all
the pages of an active program some pages will inevitably be
swapped in and out - perhaps several times - during
execution of a program. Various algorithms have been
constructed which aim to avoid swapping out a page which
is likely to be required again shortly afterwards, but these
seem unlikely to be completely successful, due to the
random nature of programs in general and the extra
overhead incurred when attempting to achieve a sufficiently
high degree of predictability. Critics have been quick to
suggest there is a possibility that the operation of a paged
system could degenerate into one in which all the activity
would be devoted to swapping pages in and out, resulting in
no time being left for useful work. Although this is
obviously an extreme case it does point to a real danger. A
brief review in more detail of some of the papers published
on this subject is of interest.
Paging studies made on the London ATLAS bureau
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computer and reported at the 1968 IFIPS Conference
(Bayliss, Fletcher and Howarth) help to answer three of the
most important questions, viz., how many Current Page
Registers should there be, what is the best algorithm for
“page turning”, and what is the optimum size of a page.
Some 300 jobs with execution times ranging from a few
seconds to 30 minutes were sampled with time slices of
100ms duration. It was found that during execution, 60%
of all time slices involved access to less than 20 pages, ie.
10K ATLAS 48 bit words, and no job accessed more than
31K. In compilation, however, there were a few jobs
accessing areas in excess of 30K words, and less than 20%
of time slices involved fewer than 10K words.
Further study showed that during execution, 80% of
jobs accessed an average of less than 8K words within a
time slice of 100ms, and that little variation occurred as the
time slice was extended to 200ms. With compilations,
however, there was a much greater spread of jobs accessing
a large amount of store, in excess of 20K words, as the time
slice was increased above 100ms.
It can be concluded, therefore, that if large compilations
are only a small fraction of the total load, and jobs are not
large in general, the immediate storage requirements of
most jobs amounted to between 6K and 10K 48 bit words.
Another result was that, of three page turning algorithms
examined, the one which used the strategy of swapping out
those pages which had been idle for the longest time, was
the most efficient.
The final result was that while there appear at first sight
to be substantial advantages to be gained by reducing the
page size below 512 48 bit words, this would only be so
provided the system overheads could be reduced.
An example of the greater efficiency in store usage is a
matrix inversion program which needed 42K of 512 word
pages but only 32K of 128 word pages. However, the use of
smaller pages means greater overheads, due to the need for
larger tables, and for a given main store coverage, the need
for more Current Page Registers. The final conclusion,
therefore, taking these other factors into consideration, was
that 512 48 bit words was an acceptable size.
Statistical analysis by Shemer and Shippey produced
results and graphs which, in general, supported the results §
described above. They indicated that reassurable efficiency %
should be obtainable with as few as 12 Current Page. ,
Registers and only marginal improvement is left to begained by increasing the number to 16.
So far as page size is concerned, O’Neill also found by
similar methods to those used on ATLAS, that the smaller
page size gave more efficient main store utilisation. A group
of ten small FORTRAN compilations and executions never
referenced more than 21K words with 256 word pages, but
required about 3)6 times as much core store when using
8,192 word pages. The effect was significantly less with
larger programs. However, the corresponding effect of
overheads increasing with smaller page size was not
investigated.
O’Neill also demonstrated that as the total main store is
reduced more paging activity becomes necessary and
performance suffers. However, degradation is slight as long
as the number of pages that can be held in the core is
sufficient to accommodate the basic segments of the job.
Beyond this point performance suffers drastically.
A further effect shown by O’Neill is that
multiprogramming can increase overall efficiency in terms
of C.P. usage and throughput, up to the point where, as the
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

number of programs is increased, competition for pages
between the programs creates excessive amounts of page
turning activity. Performance again suffers drastically. In
another very similar investigation carried out by Coffman
and Varian, the simulator allowed pages of program to
build up in core store till K pages were accumulated, where
K was a parameter for any given simulation. To get further
pages into core then necessitated a corresponding number
to be turned out.
Comparisons of page turning algorithms under these
circumstances revealed that one which chose the least
recently used pages for swapping out incurred only 30 to
40% more page turning than the optimum.
The investigation demonstrated that K needed to be a
significant fraction of the total number of pages in a
program if excessive page turning was to be avoided. With a
large SNOBOL compiler comprising some 22 data pages and
15 instruction pages, with a page size of 1024 words, about
8 of each type of page needed to be accumulated in store to
achieve execution of a reasonable number of instructions
after a new page was brought in, before vet another fresh
page was needed.
The advantage of a smaller page was demonstrated in a
slightly different way by noting that if the main store was
doubled by doubling the page size from 256 to 512 words —
with K fixed at 8 — it led to less than half the improvement
that could be gained by increasing K from 8 to 16 and
leaving the page size at 256 words. Here the improvement
was in reduction of the frequency with which fresh pages
were required once K pages had been accumulated and the
effect of overheads was again not taken into account.
Coffman and Varian concluded that the large SNOBOL
compiler used in their investigation which involved a total
of 37 IK word pages, produced a severe paging problem
aggravated by the large system data base, viz. three IK pages
were needed for tables and pointers. They considered that
many other language processors designed for symbol
manipulation and translation of list processing languages
would be similar in this respect.
A similarly pessimistic conclusion about the usefulness
of paging was reached by Fine, Jackson and Mclsaac, and
reported in a paper which is often quoted. They found that
in nearly 59% of 1,737 cases less than 20 instructions were
executed before a new page was required, in 80% there
were less than 200 executed and in only 2.3% were there
10,000 or more. The initial rate of demanding pages was
extremely high, thus the first 10 pages were needed within
5.6ms in all cases, and in half of these cases within 0.8ms.
In 25% of cases where 20 or more pages were required the
first 20 were demanded within about 7ms. They concluded
that pages were initially demanded at a very rapid rate till a
sufficiency was acquired and that programs frequently do
not run very long even after having acquired a sufficiency
of pages. Further, that where program requests do run for
any length of time, a sufficiency of pages means a
considerable fraction of the total declared page
requirements.
The general applicability of these results must again be
questioned since they were obtained with 5 programs of
sizes 44,14,41,23, 30 pages, where a page was 1024 48 bit
words. Not only were these large programs, and the page
size large too, but one program was a compiler, one* an
interpreter and a third involved compilation.
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4.

CONCLUSION
A general deduction from the foregoing is that the
efficiency of paging is largely a matter of program structure
and addressing patterns. Therefore, where large programs,
working in a random manner, may require a smaller page
size to achieve acceptable efficiency, the same programs
when manipulating vast amounts of data in core store may
well become completely inefficient. On the other hand,
where the total available core store is not greatly exceeded
by the total required virtual storage and the page transfer
frequency is low, a large page size becomes the obvious
answer. In connection with the latter case, it has often been
questioned whether the need for paging really exists.
Variable page size might be the solution in many situations,
depending on the prevailing program mixes and
characteristics.
5.
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The Effectiveness of Cache Memories
in a Multiprocessor Environment
By D. M. Nessett*

One problem associated with multiprocessor systems is how to structure the system so that memory
access conflicts are minimized. The use of cache memory has been suggested as one method of
overcoming this difficulty. In this study a simulation approach is used to investigate the effectiveness
of the above scheme and the results suggest that the employment of cache memories is in many cases
desirable.

INTRODUCTION
The advent of large scale integration (LSI) techniques in
computer circuit design has significantly influenced current
computer system design philosophy. Computer structures
which were impractical fifteen years ago are becoming
economically feasible through the use of LSI components.
One of these computer structures is the large
multiprocessor system (we use the word large to denote the
fact that the system possesses more than two processors).
These systems utilize a set of processors which operate
from a common main memory. While there are strengths to
this arrangement, at least one weakness exists. As the
number of processors in the system increases, so does the
frequency of memory access blocking. A memory access
block occurs whenever a processor attempts to access main
memory and is denied service because the main memory is
at that time servicing another processor. A number of
schemes have been proposed to handle this situation (see
for example, Davis, R.L., Zucker, S., and Campbell,-C.M.,
1972). Perhaps the most tenable of these utilizes a cache
memory to buffer transfers between a processor.and main
memory. Our purpose here is to report on a simulation
study concerned with the comparison of multiprocessor
systems which utilize cache memories with multiprocessor
systems which do not. The investigation was motivated by »
the author’s feeling that memory contention problems in %
large multiprocessor systems could be significantly reduced .
by the placement of a cache memory between each
processor in the system and main memory. Previously,
consideration has been given to this scheme for at least one
proposed multiprocessor system (Bell, C.G., Broadley, W.,
and Newell, A., 1971), but no detailed investigation of it
has yet appeared in the literature (mention of some results
have appeared (Kaplan, K.R., and Winder, R.O., 1973), but
they were limited to one short paragraph).
SCOPE OF THE SIMULATION
The single goal of the investigation is to discover the
effect of cache memories on memory contention. With this
in mind, the simulation of multiprocessor systems
without cache memories has been designed under the
The work described here was first presented in the author’s PhD.
thesis which was submitted to partially fulfill the requirements for
that degree.

assumption that the execution of a particular instruction
from main memory takes no longer than the execution of
the same instruction from a cache memory. This guarantees
that the. results are not biased by speed-ups in instruction
execution rates due to a lower cache memory cycle time. It
was decided to measure memory contention by CPU
utilization which is defined as the time a CPU is executing
instructions divided by the total simulation time. Since the
CPU is either executing instructions or waiting for a cache
page fetch request to be serviced, it can be argued that this
measure accurately reflects memory contention conditions
in the simulated system. It was also decided that virtual
main memory would not be included in the simulation (i.e.
memory addresses reference actual locations in the main
memory). While it is true that the incorporation of virtual
main memory in the simulation would have been more
realistic, it was felt that its inclusion would have interfered
with the result of interest - the effect of cache memory on
multiprocessor systems. This and the fact that the
simulations were already expensive and complex forced its
exclusion.
Ten parameters are included in the simulation. Some of
these were held constant for all of the simulation runs,
while others were allowed to vary.
1. Number of Processors
Simulation runs of 2, 4, and 8 processors were included.
The systems with only two processors were simulated so
that differences in small and large multiprocessor systems
could be examined.
2. Number of Memory Modules
Main memory consisted of # a number of individual
memory modules each capable of independent action. The
number of memory modules was varied from 1 to 8. While
this parameter controls the number of simultaneous
accesses to main memory by different processors, the size
of the main memory was held constant (see “Address
Space”).
3. Cache Page Size
Cache page sizes of 4, 8,16, and 32 words were included
in the simulation (see “Cache Page Fetch Time” for a
discussion of why these sizes were selected).
’
i
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4.

Number of Pages

The number of pages chosen for a simulation run was
determined by the cache size desired and by which cache
page size had been selected. Four cache sizes were
simulated — 512, 2K,4K,and 8K words (1K= 1024).
5. Cache Page Fetch Time

This parameter was held constant at 5 processor cycles
for each simulation run. It was held constant so that
increases in the cache page size of a system (and thus
increases in memory to processor bus width) corresponded
to increases in hardware cost. As was expected, larger cache
page sizes (with constant cache page fetch time) resulted in
better performance in terms of CPU utilization. The four
possible cache page sizes were chosen so that a cache page
fetch time of 5 cycles was not unreasonable. If the word
size of a multiprocessor system were 32 bits, a cache page
fetch time of 5' cycles would imply a 26 bit bus for a cache
page size of 4 (if cache page transfer was strictly parallel)
and a 205 bit bus for a cache page of 32. While the latter
bus size may seem unreasonable at first, a number of
existing systems (for example the 370/155 (IBM
Corporation, 1970a) and the 370/165 (IBM Corporation,
1970b)) transfer 64 bits on each memory access.
Furthermore, partially parallel-partially serial memory
transfers are possible in which more than one bus transfer
occurs during each cycle. Along with internal interleaving in
each memory module, the above technique could be
employed to decrease the apparent memory bus width.
6. Location Counter Distribution

The simulation is designed so that each simulated
processor updates its location counter after a simulated
instruction is completed. Location counter update is
effected by sampling the location counter distribution and
adding the resulting positive or negative increment to the
location counter. The location counter distribution is taken
from a paper by Scherr (Scherr, A.L., 1966), which
presents in graphical form a probability density function
based on a series of program traces from an IBM 7040
originally generated to assist in the evaluation of the IBM
360/67 (see table 1 and fig. 1).

TABLE 1 The Location Counter Distribution
Increment
toPSW

Probability

Increment

toPSW

Probability

1
2
3
4
5

.7100
.0250
.0200
.0140
.0080

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5

.0050
.0100
.0100
.0100
.0060

6
7
8
9
10

.0074
.0068
.0062
.0056
.0050

-6
-7
-8
-9
-10

.0056
.0052
.0048
.0044
.0040

11
12
13
14
15

.0047
.0044
.0041
.0038
.0035

-11
-12
-13
-14
-15

.0038
.0036
.0034
.0032
.0030

16
17
18
19
20
21-100
>100

.0032
.0029
.0026
.0023
.0020
.0277
.0050

-16
-17
-18
-19
-20
-21 --100
<-100

.0028
.0026
.0024
.0022
.0020
.0277
.0050

processors and the maximum value of the address space.
For example, for two processors a maximum address space
value of 65,536 would yield a main memory size of
131,072. For four processors this same address space would
yield a main memory size of 262,144. The maximum value
of the address space for all the simulation runs was set at
65,536. This parameter was held constant, since the
principle of locality in location counter behaviour should
not be affected by different address space sizes. As location
counter locality is the sole phenonemon which makes cache
memories effective in decreasing memory contention
bottlenecks, it was felt that varying this parameter would
not affect the simulation results.
9. Run Time

For each set of parameters, a simulation of 20,000
cycles was run. In practice, this was found to be sufficient

7. Instruction Distribution

After a processor has updated its location counter and
possibly after a cache page fetch, the processor is busied for
a subsequent interval of time while it is executing an
instruction. This interval of time is determined by a sample
from the instruction distribution which is based on data
gathered from an RCA Spectra 70 (Winder, R.O., 1973).
Winder’s data was used by the author to construct the
distribution given in Table 2. Only instruction execution is
included in the simulation - data fetches are excluded.
Although the simulation of data fetching would have been
more realistic, its exclusion should bias the simulation
results in favour of the non-cache systems, since data
fetching increases the probability of memory accessing
bottlenecks.
8. Address Space

The address space is the range of values which a
processor’s location counter is allowed to take. Since the
simulation model does not include virtual main memory,
the main memory size is just the product of the number of
34
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Figure 1 The location counter distribution
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simulation run with the cache memories empty and not
begin collecting statistics until the cache memories were
primed. It was found, however, that after 6,000 cycles,
statistics from simulation runs which used this initialization,
procedure converged to the values generated by starting
with the cache memories empty.

TABLE 2 The Instruction Distribution
Instruction
Time

Probability
.732
.067
.036
.032
.105
.005
.006
.006
.003
.005
.003

1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
12
14
20

10. Cache Page Mapping
An associative map is used to bind cache pages to cache
page frames in the main memory and is used firstly, because
it is easy to implement and secondly, even though set
associative mapping has been shown to be more
economical, the associative map and the set associative map
achieve approximately the same efficiency for reasonable
set associative map parameters (Conti, C.J., 1969).

to achieve settling in the statistical measures which were
gathered. Before each simulation run began, the cache
memory of each processor was intialized to be at least 80
percent loaded. The initialization data was generated by a
simulation of one processor with a cache of the same size
and number of pages as the caches in the multiprocessor
system.
An alternative to this approach would be to begin the

THE SIMULATION MODELS
The simulation consists of two sets of simulation runs.
The first simulated multiprocessor systems which employ
cache memories to reduce memory contention bottlenecks.
The second simulated the same multiprocessor systems
without cache memories. Thus, two simulation models will
be described. Consolidation Analysis Centres' Inc.
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Figure 2 CPU utilization versus memory configuration characteristics for two processors
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SIMSCRPT II.5 was used as the simulation language. The
following discussion assumes the reader is familiar with the
general structure of this language.

in the processor’s cache, a NEXT.CYCLE is scheduled to
occur after the processor’s next instruction has been
executed.

THE CACHE MEMORY MODEL
The heart of the cache memory model is an event called
NEXT .CYCLE. This event is scheduled to occur whenever a
particular processor completes the execution of an
instruction. It first samples the instruction distribution for
an increment used to schedule the next NEXT .CYCLE for
the processor. It then calls the routine NEW.PSW which
updates the processor’s location counter. The routine
PAGEFAULT is called to determine if the new location
counter value lies in some page currently resident in the
cache; if not, CACHE.PAGE.FETCH.REQUEST is called.
PAGEFAULT also determines in which memory module
the requested page lies and if that module is currently
transferring a cache page to another processor, the request
is queued. If, on the other hand, the memory module is
idle, a PAGE.TRANSFER.COMPLETE schedules a
NEXT.CYCLE to occur at the current time plus the
execution time of the processor’s next instruction. If
PAGEFAULT finds that the new location counter value lies

THE NO CACHE MODEL
Tljis model operates essentially in the same manner as
the Cache Model, except that all memory requests are
serviced by main memory. NEXT.CYCLE samples the
instruction distribution and calls NEW.PSW as before.
Routine MEM.QUEUE is called to queue the processor’s
memory fetch request and after this request has been
serviced, event DEQUEUE will be activated. This event
schedules a NEXT.CYCLE to occur at the current time plus
the execution time of the processor’s next instruction.

36

THE SIMULATION RESULTS
Over two hundred simulation runs were made. Figures 2,
3, and 4 summarize the results of these runs. Central
processing unit utilization is plotted against the three
memory parameters cache size, cache page size, and number
of memory modules. The first result that is noticeable in
the three graphs is the attainment of 100 percent CPU
utilization for the no-cache systems whenever the number
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975
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Figure 4 CPU utilization versus memory configuration characteristics for eight processors

of memory modules is equal to or greater than the number
of processors. This is to be expected, since in these cases
each processor can be assigned its own independent
memory module or set of memory modules. Of course in an
actual system this assignment might not be possible, and in
that case 100 percent CPU utilization would not be
achieved. Moreover, it is extremely inefficient to provide
more memory modules than processors (under the
assumption of no virtual memory), since some memory
module will always be idle, even if all processors are
accessing memory at the same time. It is also apparent from
the figures that for systems with the same number of
processors there is a point where CPU utilization becomes
independent of an increased number of memory modules.
Furthermore, this point changes when the number of
processors is either increased or decreased. The graphs show
that as the number of processors increases, the
attractiveness of cache memory interfacing increases. For
systems of four processors, systems with three of the four
cache page sizes achieve better CPU utilization than systems
without cache when these systems employ only one or two
memory modules. For systems with eight processors, all
cache configurations achieve a higher CPU utilization than
The Australian Computer Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, March, 1975

no-cache systems when the systems possess only one or two
memory modules. Furthermore, three of the four cache
page sizes achieve better CPU utilization than no-cache
when four memory modules are present in the system.
While all of these results are interesting, probably the most
striking result is that 8 processors each equipped with a
cache of page size 32 achieves approximately the same CPU
utilization figure whether main memory is split into 8
memory modules or whether main memory consists of 1
memory module.
While Figs, 2, 3, and 4 indicate the CPU utilization
merits of the various memory configurations, it still remains
to investigate the cost effectiveness of each configuration.
Unfortunately, this cannot be performed with any high
degree of accuracy, because the cost of a memory system is
greatly dependent on a number of design parameters which
either were not included in the simulation parameters (e.g.,
technology employed in the memory implementation) or
were held constant for this study (e.g., ratio of main
memory cycle time to cache memory cycle time). It is
possible, however, to indicate how the cost effectiveness of
the memory systems might be estimated and to make some
estimates of the design parameter values not included in
37
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this study, in order that some general conclusions might be
drawn concerning the economic feasibility of the various
memory systems. Since such a discussion would be highly
hypothetical, it will not be reported upon here. A
discussion of this type does exist (Nessett, D.M., 1974),
however, and the interested reader is referred to this
document for an investigation of the problem.
In conclusion, the reader is reminded that the simulation
was made under a number of simplifying assumptions.
Particularly, virtual main memory was not implemented.
The author feels, however, that the results obtained from
this simulation show that cache memory interfacing can be
an effective tool in decreasing memory accessing
bottlenecks and will probably be an attractive feature to
include in large multiprocessor systems.
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On the Structural Concepts of Simula
By P. A. Houle* and W. R. Franta**

Simulation is becoming an important technique for solving problems in many fields. Often, owing to an
unfamiliarity of a particular language, an inertia develops which prevents many from using it. This
paper is partially tutorial in nature and attempts to introduce the concepts, simplicity, and expressive
power inherent in SIMULA to a wider audience. Therefore, we discuss the ways in which SIMULA
encompasses the concepts and expressive power of other popular languages such as GPSS and SIM
SCRIPT. We demonstrate the SIMULA constructions of general utility by calling attention to the
scenario point of view for the conceptualization of simulation models.

INTRODUCTION
This article considers the structural properties of
modern discrete event simulation languages. The object
ive is twofold. First, the structural concepts of SIMULA
will be shown to encompass those of other simulation
languages such as GPSS and SIMSCRIPT. Secondly, a
methodology for constructing simulation models based
on a scenario of action will be offered as an effective
means to utilize the features of SIMULA.
The structural aspects of three simulation languages
are considered in the following sections. A comparison
between each of GPSS and SIMSCRIPT with SIMULA
is carried out. These comparisons are formulated in
terms of the problem of representing the basic structural
concepts of GPSS and SIMSCRIPT within SIMULA. In
the case of GPSS, we present a discussion on how a
GPSS implementation in SIMULA might be mechanized.
For SIMSCRIPT, the structural notions of entity,
attribute, set, and event routine are constructed using
SIMULA structures. We consider a recently introduced
language known as ASPOL and evaluate it relative to
the three languages, GPSS, SIMSCRIPT, and SIMULA.
Finally, we present a discussion of the scenario approach
to the design of models. The advantage of this approach
for constructing simulation models using SIMULA are
illustrated with a simple example.

THE CLASS CONCEPT AND SIMULA
Since ALGOL is a subset of SIMULA, the definitions
of ALGOL are contained in SIMULA. The extensions
from ALGOL relate to the multiple instances of recursive
procedures and the corresponding memory management
structures.
Excellent discussions are given by Dahl, Dijkstra, and
Hoare (1972), and Vaucher (1973), and we repeat only
the essence of these explanations below.
The most significant extension from ALGOL is that of
the class and its attendent notions. A block, denoted by
a begin and end bracket, within a procedural context
can be generated one or several times to form block
instances. In SIMULA, block instances are allowed to
survive their call (or generation) and are considered
objects from the class of the block definition. Such block
definitions are defined with a preamble declaring the
class object with a name.
A reference variable can be declared capable of

“pointing” to an instance of a class object. Reference
variables allow objects to be created, manipulated, and
most importantly, accessed. Attributes (declarations) of
an object can be accessed by remote identification. For
example, X. Y references attribute Y of the object refer
enced by X. An alternative connect mechanism can be
used which allows a block to operate with,the attributes
of the connected objects considered as local declarations.
This feature uses the inspect statement. For example,
inspect X do begin(^body') . . . end;
provides access by operations within <body} to the
attributes of the object referenced by X. An object exists
in the system as long as references remain to it. Once all
references to an object cease to exist, it can never again
be accessed and can be physically released from memory.
The notion of class concatenation is also an important
concept of SIMULA. Two classes can be concatenated
by declaring one to be a subclass of the other. This
implies a combined object is created which operates as
a single object. It has attributes and actions consisting
of the union of the component objects.
Class concatenation is the mechanism for attaching
objects defined by the user to simulation capabilities of
SIMULA. A system class termed “PROCESS” is defined
which provides for time (as defined by the system main
tained time and event list) multiplexing of the active
phases of object actions. An active phase corresponds to
the dynamic operation of the object at a fixed instant in
simulated time. Individual active phases are delimited by
updates in the simulated time. By declaring an object as
concatenated to the system class “PROCESS”, the user
obtains interaction with simulated time via standard
procedures.

GPSS AND SIMULA
The General Purpose Simulation System (GPSS) is
one of the oldest and most widely used discrete simula
tion languages. As discussed by Maisel and Gnugnoli
(1972), the language provides for dynamic (transient),
equipment (permanent), statistical and operational
entities, The flow of dynamic entities through the opera
tional entities causing each in turn to act on behalf of the
transient entity constitutes the action part of the system.
Since potentially parallel activities - must be performed
sequentially in the computer, the scheduling rules dictate
that once attention is focused on a particular transient
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entity, it is allowed to continue its traversal (activation)
of the operational statements until it encounters either a
scheduled or unscheduled delay. Attention is then focused
on the next transient entity scheduled to gain control and
the sequence is repeated. The widespread popularity of
GPSS indicates that although it is less flexible than other
simulation languages it is sufficiently powerful for many
simulation tasks. Its simple structure makes learning the
language less than an awesome task, an attribute which
greatly contributes to its popularity.
It is of considerable interest to observe that the struc
ture (concepts) of GPSS is incorporated within the
structure of SIMULA. Said differently, the observation
suggests that a relatively efficient GPSS processor can be
written employing the SIMULA class concept. Specifi
cally, we must provide a declaration for process class
transactions which contains within it the procedure
declarations for the GPSS action statements such as
ADVANCE, SEIZE, RELEASE, etc. The essence of
these procedures has been partially described by Vaucher
(1971), and only certain portions will be repeated here.
It remains to preprocess the GPSS programme and
prepare it as a class declaration of the form
transaction class customer
so that each transient entity (here referred to as custom
ers) created can in pseudo-parallel fashion traverse the
GPSS programme.
The overall organization of the system can then be
viewed as:
simulation begin
real. . .<static variables');
begin
real array . . .(block count statistics) . . .;
class facility; begin . . . end facility;
class storage; begin . . . end facility;
process class transaction
begin
real . . . (standard attributes and standard para
meters);
procedure seize (f); ref (facility) f; begin ...
end;
procedure enter (/); ret(que) f; begin . . .
end;
procedure released(f); ref(facility)f; begin...
end;
}other action statement procedures);
end transaction;
process class generator (A, B, C, D, KN, SN, U);
. . . end generator;
transaction class customer (k);
}preprocessed GPSS programme{; end;
(main programme);
end main;
end;
In the above outline the statements which constitute
the definitions of the procedures facility, storage, enter,
leave, etc., are not significantly different from those given
by Vaucher (1971), and are not therefore repeated here.
The essentials of the procedures seize and release,
together with the declaration for objects of class facility,
are given next.
class facility; ref(head) FQ; ref (transaction) holder;
boolean procedure busy; bu<y: = holder = / = none;
FQ: — new head; end facility;
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procedure release (/);
ref (facility)f; inspect / do
begin
If holder = / = this transaction then ERROR;*
If FQ. empty then holder: — none else
activate FQ. first delay 0;
end;
end release;
procedure seize (/); ref (facility) /;
begin
If / = = none then /: — new facility;
If/, busy then begin into (/. FQ); passivate; out;
end;
f. holder: — this transaction;
end seize;

It should be noted that the definitions provided by
Vaucher (1971) allow storage entities to be created at
first reference rather than in advance. The same philo
sophy is used here since the procedure SEIZE can
determine if the reference variable reflects a value of
none, the initial value. The same applies to ENTER.
Storages can be created in response to the STORAGE
statement. Next we remark that it is the function of
instances of the class generator to generate the transient
entities called customers. The preprocessor must ensure
that the main programme generates one instance of the
class generator for each occurrence of a GENERATE
block in the original GPSS programme. The nature of
the link between instances of class generator and instances
of class customer will be given by an example. The
declaration of class generator is as follows. The version
shown is, of course, minus some non-essential detail
which, if included, would tend to obscure the essence of
its structure.
process class generator (A, B, C, D, BN, SN, U);
real A, B, C, D; integer BN, SN;
begin integer gcount; real delay; If c ) 0 then
reactivate this generator at C;
L: activate new customer (SN) after this generator;
delay: — uniform (A, B, U); gcount: = gcount + 1;
if m =0 then
begin if gcount = D then go to end; end;

}update statistics using BN{;
reactivate this generator at time + delay;
goto L; end: end generator;

In the above the variable BN allows the class object to
update a counter corresponding to the block number in
the original GPSS programme. The variable SN becomes
input to a switch in the declaration of class customer
which specifies the starting point for newly created
customers.
As an example, consider the GPSS programme given
in Figure 1. Following preprocessing the programme
appears as in Figure 2. Note the statements to activate
the generators. Statements to initialize certain variables
such as the random number generator seeds and the
array to collect block usage statistics are not shown.
The statements following “end customer” represent the
main programme. Starter must be a procedure which
sets a counter which can be used by the procedure term
inate. The switch declared in customer is included so that
multiple GENERATE statements direct newly created
customers or transient entities to the proper starting
*Note: the = / = and = — operators compare reference values for
a reference to respectively different or the same objects.
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ACC
REJ

GENERATE 5
SEIZE SERVER
ADVANCE 4, 3
TRANSFER .1, ACC, REJ
RELEASE SERVER
TERMINATE 1
GENERATE 1, 0, 50, 100
QUEUE HOLDER
ADVANCE 3, 1
DEPART HOLDER
RELEASE SERVER
TERMINATE 1
START 5000
END

transaction class customer (/c); integer k; begin
switch tag: = Cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, Cl, C8, C9, CIO,
Cll, C12;
goto tag (k);
C2: seize (server); C3: advance (4, 3);
C4:
transfer (.1, ACC, REJ); C5: ACC: release (server);
C6:
terminate (1, send); C8; rej: queue (holder);
C9:
advance (3, 1); CIO; depart (holder);
Cll: release (server); C12: terminate (1, send); send:
end customer; ref (que) holder;
ref (facility) server;
activate new generator (5, 0, 0, 0, 1, 2, 1) after current;
activate new generator (1, 0, 50, 100, 7, 8, 2) after current;
starter (5000); passivate;
}procedure calls to display statistics{
end main;
}procedure calls to display statistics)

Figure 1. The GPSS Source

point. The intent is to place the burden of the simulation
task on the SIMULA system and thus keep the function
of the preprocessor as near to simple syntax alterations
sa is possible.
The most difficult procedures are those associated with
operational statements such as SPLIT, ASSEMBLE,
TEST, as well as TRANSFER, with options such as
ALL or BOTH.
Although the detailed solutions to these problems will
not be given here, we will outline the solution for the
operational entity
TRANSFER BOTH, A, B
The solution employs an expanded use of the gener
ated labels and switch declaration as previously shown
in Figure 2. Specifically, the procedure corresponding to
each of the operational entities is written to include as
one of its arguments the index of its placement in the_
GPSS programme. The sequencing problems are then*
easily solved. If, for example, the above statement’
appeared as the ith statement in the original programme,’
then the preprocessor would generate the statement
i: transfer (/, “both”, A, B);
for the class customer counterpart. Although not so
indicated, we are actually suggesting the above as a
uniform handling for all operational entity procedure
declarations. This handling, together with the declara
tion of the variables LOCATION and X in the heading
of the declaration of class transaction, provide necessary
communication by reflecting the index of the operational
entity most recently entered by the active customer. A
sketch of the transfer procedure then appears as follows:
procedure transfer (/, mode, A, B); integer i; text
mode; label A, B;
begin comment this section for mode = “both”;
if location = i then goto 21;
location'. = i; X: = 1; 17: goto a;
comment X must be set to zero by each procedure that
allows a customer to enter;
21: if X ) 1 then begin < “wait until code’"}; goto 17;
end; X: = 2; goto b;
end transfer;
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Figure 2. The Preprocessed GPSS Source

The new requirements of the procedure can be com
bined, obviously, with the other possible transfer types
to create a single inclusive definition for the transfer
procedure. The retries require a “waitill” monitor such
as discussed by Vaucher (1972). Blocks requiring the
preempt capability are easily provided via the mechanism
presented in a later section under a slightly different
context. The remaining operational entities can be
similarly handled.
Although many details have been omitted, the pre
ceding discussion demonstrates the fact that the con
cepts of SIMULA contain those of GPSS as a subset,
and further detail how one might develop a GPSS simul
ation system employing SIMULA. Via the capability
described, model builders familiar with GPSS can pro
ceed without a knowledge of SIMULA. Finally, we note
that, although not discussed, summary statistics and run
time diagnostics can also be incorporated into the above
structure.

SIMSCRIPT AND SIMULA
SIMSCRIPT is a discrete event simulation language
developed by RAND Corporation. It provides for imple
menting simulation models as a series of events described
by event routines operating on dynamic data structures
called entities. We assume that the reader is familiar
with SIMSCRIPT II.5 as Idocumented by Kiviat,
Villanueva, and Markowitz. However, in the discussion
below, those concepts important to our comparisons will
be briefly reviewed.
A first order distinction to be made in comparing
SIMSCRIPT and SIMULA is in their orientation to
modeling. As indicated above, SIMSCRIPT programs
consist of a collection of event routines and data struc
tures. The data structures consist of entities which are
conceptually a vector of attributes. Attributes are
variables much in the sense of FORTRAN variables.
Special utilization of specified attributes allows various
relationships to exist between entities, thus providing
for collections of entities, called sets. These relationships,
along with specific values of attributes, are subject to
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manipulation by the event routines. The simulation
model must be structured as entities and descriptions of
events. The user must identify all events necessary to
describe his model as well as their dynamic interactions.
This latter task can be very complex in models where
preemptive scheduling algorithms are utilized. In
SIMULA, events are implicitly indicated by the proce
dure “hold.” In effect, this procedure splits the operat
ing body of the executing object into two parts. The
advantage is obvious. All relationships to associated
data prior to the hold are retained intact after the delay
in simulated time due to the hold. There is no necessity
to establish an event notice entity as required in SIM
SCRIPT. More will be said about advantages of the
SIMULA point of view in a later section of the paper.
The next paragraphs will consider the major structural
concepts of SIMSCRIPT as they can be represented in
SIMULA. Our objective is to show that SIMSCRIPT
structures are a subject of SIMULA objects. The con
cepts from SIMSCRIPT which we consider are entity
and attribute definitions, set definitions, and event routine
descriptions including event notices. Since SIMULA is a
recursive language with procedural capabilities, the sub
program and recursive capabilities of SIMSCRIPT cor
respond in obvious ways to the appropriate SIMULA
primitives.
Entities are a collection of attributes grouped into a
named object. In SIMULA, such an object is a class
declaration, such as:
class ship {size, weight, cargo);
real size, weight, cargo;
begin . . . end;
This object would correspond to a SIMSCRIPT
entity called SHIP with attributes SIZE, WEIGHT, and
CARGO. Notice that the operating portion of such an
object is not critical to the entity definition. However,
statements may appear to effect initial values for the
attributes. Functionally, the above object is a data
object. Accordingly, it is apparent that appropriate class
declarations can be constructed for the range of entity
definitions.
Set definitions in SIMSCRIPT involve identifying
owner entities and member entities. Entities which own
sets have two attributes which describe the set, one to
point to the set head, the other to the set tail. Set mem
bers also have a pair of attributes dedicated to set parti
cipation. One points to the predecessor entity, the other
to the successor entity.
In SIMULA, set membership is handled by class con
catenation. This allows the attributes of the object which
are necessary for head, tail, predecessor, and successor
pointers to be external to the main object. However,
since only one such concatenation can be defined, set
membership by SIMULA objects is limited to only one
set at one time. SIMSCRIPT entities can belong to
several sets at one time. This apparent advantage of
SIMSCRIPT can be handled in SIMULA by defining
objects capable of set membership exterior to the central
object which are dynamically associated with the central
object. For example,
linkage class membership {main object);
ref {process) main object;
begin . . . end;
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process class job; begin ref {membership) xxx, yyy;

xxx: ■—new membership {this job); xxx. into{queue 1);
yyy. — new membership (this job); yyy. into {queue

2);
comment — the present object is now effectively

represented as a member of two queues with
out using the single set membership available
directly to job;
. . . end;

In order to discuss event routines, we must first
examine event notices. An event notice is an entity with
several special properties. It can be a member of a special
set known as the event list, and it contains a special
attribute identifying the event time. Each event routine
is associated with an event notice definition. An event is
considered scheduled for a specified event time when the
event routine has an associated event notice with mem
bership in the event list. Therefore one can picture the
role of the event notice as a connection between event
occurrences a&d the entity structures along with the
static event routine definitions. In this role, event notices
often may contain additional attributes supplied by the
user which are supplied to the event routine as qualifying
parameters. An event notice may even serve the dual
role of event sequencing and representing significant
simulated objects in the model.
Multiple occurrences of a given event notice definition
in the event list represent concurrent activities. Accord
ingly, the event notice is the key structure in SIM
SCRIPT for representing parallel representations of the
dynamic simulation model. As each event, routine
executes, it must examine the parameter information
from the associated event notice to determine the exact
interaction of the event with the entities of the model.
When an event routine must schedule a next event in
order to propagate the event sequence of an activity or
process, it must create the appropriate event notice and
set up the information needed by the next event routine.
In SIMSCRIPT this duty falls to the user. With SIM
ULA, the combination of data structure and opera
tional code within the object implies that data and action
are structurally tied together in the model definition.
There is no need to re-establish these relations for each
event in sequence. There is no event notice to be created.
The dynamic connection of data and action is inherent
in the multiple instances of objects.
The representation of SIMSCRIPT event notices and
event routines can be accomplished using the SIMULA
process class. This concatenates the SIMULA defined
object process which provide the essential event sequenc
ing actions. This is illustrated as follows:
process class event {parameters);
begin . . . < body of event routine ) . . . end;
This event can be scheduled with a statement such as:
activate new event {parameters) at time;
The identify of an event occurrence which is pending
can be retained through use of a reference variable. For
example, an event is generated and scheduled by:
ref {event) x; . . . x: — new event {parameters);
activate x at time;
The event can now be cancelled by:
cancel (x);
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We wish to emphasize at this point that the above
structure in SIMULA demonstrates how the SIM
SCRIPT structures can be directly constructed in SIM
ULA. The fact that we have indicated “parameters” is to
emphasize that communication between the body of the
event routine and the data structures of the model must
be placed here. Each event requires that a new instance
of the event object be created and, thus, the parameter
values are the only distinction between occurrences of
the same event routine.
In summary, the data structures and event routines
of SIMSCRIPT can be formulated as special cases of
SIMULA concepts. We have examined entities, sets, and
event routines along with their interactions within SIM
SCRIPT and as specialized objects in SIMULA. Since
the structural capabilities of SIMULA are far more
general than those applied above, SIMSCRIPT struc
tures are a subset of the structural capabilities of
SIMULA.
OTHER LANGUAGES

The structural properties of earlier simulation
languages has been considered by Dahl (1968). Vaucher
(1972) has examined the possibilities of including some
of the features from these languages in SIMULA. He
specifically considers the WAIT UNTIL feature from
SOL. His implementation is a good example of how
such a construction can be established in SIMULA. We
would only observe that in the case of WAIT UNTIL,
the number of events processed by the SIMULA system
doubles when WAIT UNTIL is used. This implies a
potentially intolerable overhead.
Recently a new language called ASPOL was intro
duced by MacDougall and McAlpine (1973). ASPOL is
described as a new language designed specifically for the
SIMULA process classes. Various features are identified
as being useful for the above application. These features
include storages, facilities, and events.
ASPOL represents an implementation of the major
features of GPSS and SIMULA. It offers nothing beyond.
The storages and facilities are features of GPSS. Vauchqr
(1971) has shown how these can be implemented in
SIMULA. The flow orientation of ASPOL is evident in
both GPSS and SIMULA. What remains is the event
feature (not to be confused with a SIMSCRIPT event).
Events are declared in ASPOL by
event e,, e2, . . . ,en;

The entities e,. represent a boolean value, either
occurred or not occurred. The event e is used by one of
the following procedures:
set(e)
— sets the value of e to “occurred.”
wait(e)
— blocks if e is “not occurred.” When
e occurs, the process proceeds.
queue(e) — queues on e. Each occurrence re
moves one queued process.
However, the above constructions are easily defined in
SIMULA. Consider the following object:
class event;
begin ref {head) waits, queues;
boolean occurred;
procedure set;
begin comment if nothing waiting or queued,

only set event occurred. Otherwise, only
start up waiting or queue processes;
if waits, empty and queues, empty then occurred:
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= true
else begin
ifH waits, empty then
begin ref (process) p;
comment start all blocked processes;
for p: — waits, first, p.suc
while p = j — none do
begin p. out;
activate p after current;
end;
end;
lifiqueues.empty then
begin ref (process) p;
comment start the first blocked process;

p: — queues, first; p.out;
activate p after current;
end;
end;
procedure wait; begin
iifioccurred then begin current.into (waits);
passivate; end else
occurred: = false; end of wait;
procedure queue; begin
if foccurred andH queues.empty then begin

current.into (queues);
passivate; end else
occurred: = false; waits: — new head;
queue: — new head;
end of queue;
end of event;
The object “event” consists of two sets, queues and
waits; three procedures, set, queue and wait; a boolean
variable; and an initialization operation. The use of this
“event” can be compared with the ASPOL as follows:
SIMULA
ASPOL
Declaration
ref (event) iodone;
iodone: — new event; event iodone
Use

iodone.set
set(iodone)
iodone.queue
queue(iodone)
iodone.wait
wait(iodone)
The behaviour of the SIMULA functions corresponds
directly with the ASPOL functions. The procedure set
either produces an “occurred” value for the event or
starts up blocked processes. All processes blocked via
the wait statement are started. Only the first queued
process is started. A procedure call to wait causes a
process to block on “not occurred.” If occurred is “ture,”
no delay occurs, and the event is set “not occurred.”
The operation of our queue procedure is not exactly
as in ASPOL. In ASPOL processes contain a priority
value which is used to rank the set “queues.” For general
utility in SIMULA, our definition uses a FIFO queue.
In order to get a “queue” to utilize a process priority,
we can define the procedure in the above example as:
procedure queue (priority); real priority;
begin
if ~1 occurred and fiqueues.empty then
begin ref (process) z, y;
for z: — queues.first, z.suc while priority CL

z.priority

»
do y: — z;

current.precede (y);
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passivate;

----------- ►
1%■

end else

occurred: = false;
end of queue;
and redefine a process within SIMULA to contain an
attribute priority.

Compute

1-p

A SCENARIO APPROACH TO SIMULATION
MODEL DESIGN

The scenario approach for designing simulation models
directly exploits the capabilities of the SIMULA
language. A scenario model can be transferred directly
to SIMULA coding. The resulting relationship between
the simulation model and its implementation allows
measurements and results to be easily formulated and
interpreted within the framework of both. As changes to
the model become desirable, they can be introduced into
the SIMULA program in a straightforward manner.
The remainder of the section describes the scenario
approach in detail and identifies the properties of
SIMULA which facilitate easy implementation of models.
An example is then presented which demonstrates the
approach and its advantages. The example is taken from
a simulation model of a computer system, but the model
ing and implementation concepts apply to other modeling
problems as well.
The scenario approach to simulation modeling is not
new. It is the approach fundamental to the structure of
GPSS programs. The advantages of the scenario
approach and the predefinned constructions of GPSS
probably account for the current wide use of GPSS in
spite of its lack of structural flexibility and its lack of
computational capability. Viewing objects moving
through a model structure is very natural. Such a
scenario is much like the abstract notion of control in
sequential computer programs.
The scenario approach for an object within a model
localizes the attributes of the object necessary to repre
sent its local state and protocol for interaction with other
objects into a single structural entity. In this way the
object state and actions are carried together as a natural
partition of the total model. The class block of SIMULA
is a natural mechanism for representing objects in
scenarios of action. It provides the locality of the process
orientation. It allows the protocol of interaction between
objects to be constructed as desired. It also allows
multiple instances of various class objects. The decom
position properties inherent in the object structure of
SIMULA along with the recursive properties of proce
dures provides a methodology for exploiting the scenario
approach.
Consider a job in a computer represented by the
scenario shown in Figure 3.
This job can be represented in SIMULA as:
process class job (p); real p;

4------------

I/O

4-----------

Figure 3 A job Scenario

a single CPU resource to the compute request. Let us
assume a preemptive allocation scheme for this resource.
A new request will interrupt the job currently being
served. As shown in Figure 4, this job must join a FIFO
queue (Figure 4). The object representing the FIFO
queue is generated by:
ref {head) queue;

queue: — new head;
The procedure compute is then given as follows, along
with its helpers suspend, start, and record. Notice that
the first number of queue is assumed to be in control of
the resource.
procedure compute (t); real t;
begin ref {record) x;
comment if queue is not empty we must
interrupt the current job;
v: — new record {t);
\i~\queue.empty then
begin suspend; x.precede {queue.first);
end else x.into {queue);
comment execute the compute burst; hold
(t);
comment leave the queue and restart the
next job; x.out; start;
end of compute;
procedure suspend;
begin ref {record) x;
x: — queue.first; x.into {queue);
inspect x do begin

begin
while 1 — draw (p) do
begin

compute (negexp ( . . .))/
/o (negexp (. . .));
end;
end;

We assume the procedure arguments determine the
burst lengths for compute and io service.
We now consider the scenario of action for allocating
44

Figure 4 The Compute Queue
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t: = t — time + mark;
cancel (job);
end;
end of suspend;
procedure start;
if~jqueue.empty then inspect queue.first do;
begin mark: = time; activate job delay t;
end;
linkage class record (t); real t;
begin real mark; ref (job) job;

job: — current; mark: = time;
end;

As we have outlined the procedure compute, the
separating of the two helpers suspend and start is arbi
trary. However, by considering these two functions as
separate procedures, we can more easily discuss the
function of the procedure compute. The class record is
used to record the current status of the interrupted
service burst. It contains a reference to the job, its
remaining service time, and the time at which the last
service burst began. These values allow the interaction
of the procedures suspend and start. Suspend resets the
remaining service time based on the beginning of the
last burst as well as moves the job to the bottom of the
queue. The upcoming event is canceled. Start resets the
new service burst beginning time and schedules a new
event for the end of the compute burst.
By establishing the class record to identify the records
necessary to implement the preemptive scheduling, we
have avoided tampering with the original job scenario.
As a case in point, any definition of job can be used. The
relationship of compute calls to the job is structurally
independent from the way in which compute bursts are
allocated. The converse is also true.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The paper has centered on the structural concepts of
SIMULA. We have attempted to demonstrate these
structures to the reader by several means. We have
examined the languages of GPSS and SIMSCRIPT and
demonstrated how SIMULA encompasses both. We
have considered ASPOL and shown it not to offer any
thing significantly new. Finally, we have recalled the
scenario approach to modeling. SIMULA offers the user
a very simple, expressive, yet general structural
mechanism for decomposing and describing scenario
oriented models.
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Short Communication

The Need for Operator Training
By Pearl Levin

The continued growth of computer installations in commerce, government and industry dictates a
need for formal training of computer operators. This article discusses the question of training and
outlines those areas which should be included in any worthwhile training programme.

There appears to be a constant cry in the field of
operations management about the lack of trained operators
to fill the positions which are becoming available, either
because of extra shifts or of new installations. There is now
a definite feeling at management level that a good operator
does improve the efficient running of any installation.
THE QUESTION THEN ARISES WHAT MAKES A GOOD OPERATOR?
I feel that an operator must be capable of carrying out
the following basic tasks before he can be considered to be
of value to the installation : —
• Operate E.D.P. equipment to produce valid results from
input data supplied by others.
• Keep E.D.P. equipment operational for maximum
periods.
• Use individual machines efficiently.
• Produce results which are free of operator-induced
errors.
• Schedule operations to meet deadlines set for return of
output to users.
• Use initiative and common sense when, and if, a problem
arises.
HOW DOES A PERSON ENTERING THE
FIELD OF COMPUTER OPERATIONS
ACHIEVE THESE BASIC SKILLS?
I feel there is a need for some sort of basic training in
operating before a person can be usefully employed in the
operations field.
The equipment in most installations is simply too costly
and too complex to allow operation by untrained personnel
recruited off the
street. The introduction of
multiprogramming machines, automatic operating systems
and real time systems demand a much more highly trained
operator than was required in the early days of E.D.P.
Accepting the need for some basic training of operators,
the next question is:—
WHAT TYPE OF ORGANIZATION IS BEST
SUITED TO OFFER THIS TRAINING?
Perhaps this can best be given by some type of
educational institution specifically set up to prepare people
for employment within their chosen sphere. This would
probably be more satisfactory than elementary “in-house”
training which can be both costly and disruptive. This
situation becomes aggravated as time goes on as the new
operator does not receive a thorough grounding in his basic
skills and therefore he cannot cope with many of the
situations that he encounters. Some machine houses
provide basic operator training for personnel who will be

employed on their machines and this is considered to be
quite satisfactory in most cases. It is certainly preferable to
having no formal training whatsoever.
WHAT SHOULD BE TAUGHT TO PERSONS
HOPING TO ENTER THE OPERATIONS FIELD?
• A knowledge of hardware characteristics is most
important.
• The ability to cope with peripherals — handling of cards,
tapes and discs etc. (Ideally this means having
“hands-on” experience in a computer centre.)
• A knowledge of and use of software utilities and
commonly used programs is of great value.
• An appreciation of the role of operating systems and
their functions is necessary.
• A knowledge of job-streaming, (Single program days are
almost
over.)
and
full
understanding
of
machine-operator directives.
• How to make best use of machine resources.
• Knowledge of operating standards and procedures,
including machine-room discipline, documentation of
procedures and maintenance of logs.
DOES A PROBLEM ARISE FROM SPECIFIC
MACHINE ORIENTATION?
I feel not. Once the fundamentals of operation are
acquired, it only requires slight modification to fit this
knowledge to specific equipment.
WHAT VALUE IS A KNOWLEDGE
OF PROGRAMMING?
Operators who have a basic knowledge of programming
have usually been found to be more aware of problems
which may arise during the running of production work and
this usually lessens the tensions which sometimes develop
between the operations and programming staffs. This
problem of friction between these two groups in some
installations has been quite marked. This has been due in
part to a lack of understanding of the roles of each group.
This problem has been fostered to some extent by
management because the operations staff have not had a
separate career structure of their own. Previously, those
operators who did not make the grade as programmers felt
themselves to be failures. This situation has been remedied
to some extent and it is not so common now to find the
programmers being solely recruited from the ranks of the
operations staff. Whilst I do not believe that a good operator
necessarily makes a good programmer, I think that a good
operator should not be denied the opportunity of entering

*Caulfield Institute of Technology Manuscript received 20th September 1974
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the programming field if this is the wish of both the
operator and management. If a good operator — who is an
extremely important cog in the wheel of the smooth and
efficient running of any computer installation — can be
assured of a separate career structure in the field of
operations, with commensurate salaries, I think that the
standard of operations staff and their desire to succeed in
this field will improve.

CONCLUSION

It is vitally necessary that people who intend entering
the operations field have some formal training in the basic
concepts and skills which I have outlined. I feel that this
can best be given by some educational institution set up
and geared to offer courses in these subjects and I think
that it is now time that a separate career structure for
operations staff be made the rule rather than the exception.

Call for Papers
7th AUSTRALIAN COMPUTER CONFERENCE
30th August to 3rd September 1976
Perth, Western Australia

You are invited to submit a paper for
presentation to the Seventh Australian
Computer Conference sponsored by the
Australian Computer Society Incorporated.
It will be held in Perth from the 30th
August to 3rd September 1976.
PROCEDURE AND
REQUIREMENTS
Deadline for Summaries
30th November 1975
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possible, but not later than 30th November
1975, four copies of a summary comprising
a working title and a 300-word description
of your proposed paper. Please include »
your name, affiliation, address for corres
pondence and telephone number. Details
of a standard format for submission of full
papers will be sent to authors. Where there
are co-authors only the first named will be
contacted.
Deadline for Full Papers
29th February 1976
As soon as possible, but not later than 29th
February 1976. We must receive four
copies of the full paper in the standard
format. Papers should normally be between
3000 and 6000 words.
Only full papers will be refereed. Summaries
are for the guidance of the Papers and
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Programme Committees in arranging referees
and Conference sessions. Conference papers
will be printed and bound in the Conference
Proceedings.
Two major themes will run through the
Conference. One, Computers in Practice,
calls for papers from practitioners in
commerce, industry and administration
-describing their experiences, plans, problems,
successes and failures in an application, or
in general, of a computer within their
organisation. These papers will be comple
mented by invited ‘tutorial’ papers which
will survey the state of computing in various
areas of practical importance. Papers from
this stream will be published separately from
those of a more traditional nature, preferably
falling within the theme of Computers and
Communication. All aspects of communica
tion whether people to people, people to
machine or machine to machine, fall within
the scope of this theme.

Send summaries and full papers to:
D.W.G. Moore
Chairman
Papers Committee
WARCC
University of WA
Nedlands 6009
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Book Review
G. Dahlquist and A. Bjork, Numerical Methods translated by N.
Anderson. Prentice-Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1974
Pp. xviii + 573.
This book is a substantial addition to the range of material available
for courses concerned with practical application of numerical
techniques. The title is strictly accurate; this is not a book on
numerical analysis and mathematical purists will have to look
elsewhere' for justification of' many statements and "proofs of a
number of theorems. The authors have replaced formal
mathematical treatment by remarks on the implementation and
application of a method being described; these remarks are clearly
based on wide experience in numerical computing. There is often a
considerable difference between the mathematical formulation of a
method and a successful computer program implementing it, and
few authors of numerical methods texts have the necessary practical
experience upon which to base sound comments about the
techniques they describe. The authors’ eminence as numerical
analysts has enabled them to produce a book that is unequalled in
the excellence of its treatment, and which complements the best
available texts on numerical analysis.
The translation is based on a Swedish original published in 1969,
but with substantial revision and extension. Some traces of outdated
techniques, mostly from the desk calculator era, still remain, but on
the whole the content is satisfactorily modern in its outlook and
descriptions of some very recent techniques have been included. The
text is considerably enhanced by the inclusion of numerous
exercises, ranging from mathematical proof to developing and
testing programs. A chapter containing hints or solutions to most
exercises is also included; this will enable the conscientious reader to
check his own against authoritative answers.
The first two chapters cover general principles of numerical
calculation and how to estimate and obtain accuracy; numerical
stability and backward error analysis are among the topics covered.
Chapter 3 deals with the numerical use of series, both convergent
and divergent, and Chapter 4 covers approximation of functions.
Notable here is an introduction to function spaces, norms and
seminorms, which provide the setting for various classes of
approximation - least squares, Lagrangian interpolation
polynomials, Chebyshev polynomials, spline functions.

The longest chapter (81 pages) in the book is devoted to
numerical linear algebra. In addition to the expected material on
direct and iterative methods, elementary descriptions of singular
value decomposition and the pseudo inverse are provided. The
section on eigenvalues and eigenvectors is rather sketchy, and
although the QR algorithm is mentioned the uninformed reader is
likely to remain so. Chapter 6 is concerned mostly with the solution
of scalar nonlinear equations, although there is a brief concluding
section on nonlinear systems. The following chapter contains basic
material on finite differences, with applications in interpolation,
numerical quadrature (as far as the Romberg scheme) and
differentiation.
Differential equations are discussed in Chapter 8, in which some
difficulties inherent in the “methods” approach are evident.
Questions of stability, and the treatment of stiff systems of ordinary
differential equations, are not easily described without formal
analysis. Methods for the initial value problem in ordinary
differential equations are presented, but only outlines of methods
for boundary value problems, eigenvalue problems, and partial
differential equations are attempted. Chapter 9 deals briefly with
Fourier methods, including a description of the fast Fourier
transform. Chapter 10, entitled “Optimization”, covers linear
programming and the simplex method, with a few pages on
nonlinear optimization both unconstrained and constrained.
Chapter 11 describes some aspects of the Monte Carlo method and
simulation, including the generation of pseudo-random numbers.
In addition to answers to exercises, there is a bibliography of 140
items, a list of periodicals relevant to numerical computing, and a
list of algorithms published between 1960 and 1970. Although this
list is now dated, it will in many cases provide a starting point for
anyone wanting an implementation of a particular method.
In summary, this book forms an excellent complement to a good
numerical analysis text (e.g. Isaacson, E. and Keller, H.B.: Analysis
of numerical methods, Wiley, 1966) for potential numerical
specialists. It will also be of value in courses with emphasis more on
numerical techniques than on mathematics, for although there are
obviously topics for which only an outline can be given in the space
available, the authors are usually careful to point out when a more
detailed treatment is required for full understanding.
R. P. Harris.
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